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Abstract

In this article we compare methods for temporal sequence learning (TSL) across the dis-

ciplines machine-control, classical conditioning, neuronal models for TSL as well as spike-

timing dependent plasticity. This review will briefly introduce the most influential models

and focus on two questions: 1) To what degree are reward-based (e.g. TD-learning) and cor-

relation based (hebbian) learning related? and 2) How do the different models correspond

to possibly underlying biological mechanisms of synaptic plasticity? We will first compare

the different models in an open-loop condition, where behavioral feedback does not alter

the learning. Here we observe, that reward-based and correlation based learning are indeed

very similar. Machine-control is then used to introduce the problem of closed-loop control

(e.g. “actor-critic architectures”). Here the problem of evaluative (“rewards”) versus non-

evaluative (“correlations”) feedback from the environment will be discussed showing that

both learning approaches are fundamentally different in the closed-loop condition. In trying

to answer the second question we will compare neuronal versions of the different learning

architectures to the anatomy of the involved brain structures (basal-ganglia, thalamus and

cortex) and to the molecular biophysics of glutamatergic and dopaminergic synapses. Fi-

nally we discuss the different algorithms used to model spike-timing dependent plasticity

(STDP) and compare them to reward based learning rules. Certain similarities are found in

spite of the strongly different time scales. Here we focus on the biophysics of the different

Calcium-release mechanisms known to be involved in STDP.
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1 Introduction

Flexible reaction in response to events requires foresight. This holds for humans and animals but

also for robots or other agents which interact with their environment. Thus, predicting the future

has been a central objective not only for soothsayers in ancient times and their more modern

equivalents - the stock market analysts - but for every agent that needs to survive in a sometimes

hostile environment. Accurate and, thus, useful predictions can only be made if they are based

on prior knowledge which must be obtained by analyzing the relations between past events.

Many events encountered by an agent are a linked in a temporally causal way just through the

laws of physics and the causal structure of the world. Examples from the living and the technical

world, some more sensor-related and others more related to motor actions, make this clear: 1)

Smell precedes taste when foraging and the sound of moving prey may precede its smell. Or

the sequence: 2) “warm”, “hot”, “hotter” should be followed by “very hot” or by “pain”. 3)

Leaning sideways will lead to a reflex-like antagonistic motor action in order to prevent falling.

4) The motor action of feeding will lead to a taste sensation. 5) The bell precedes the food in

Pavlov’s classical conditioning experiments. 6) The position of a robot arm is preceded by the

force patterns which converge onto it.

In these examples we have deliberately mixed sensor-sensor events (e.g., 1,2) with motor-

motor (3) and with sensor-motor events (4). We will see that theoretical treatment needs to take

care of these distinctions. At the same time we have also introduced unimodal (temperature over

time in 2) and multi-modal events (all others) which will also require different treatment.

The list of such causally related events or actions, which will occur during the life time of

an agent, is endless. All these events have in common that they are temporally (auto- or cross-)

correlated with each other such that they form a temporal sequence. Agents which are able to

act in response to earlier events in such a sequence chain have, without doubt, an evolutionary

advantage. As a consequence, learning to correctly interpret temporal sequences and to deduce

appropriate actions is a major incentive for any agent fostering its survival. Really, the prob-

lem with which we are faced is two-fold: Learn to predict an event and learn to perform an

anticipatory action. This has been called the prediction- and the control-problem (Sutton, 1999).

1.1 Structure of this article

The goal of this article is threefold: 1) We will use machine-control to introduce the basic re-

inforcement learning terminology. 2) We will then compare the different neuronal models for

reward-based TD-learning, which are used in so-called actor-critic architectures of animal con-

trol, with each other and with the anatomy and physiology of the basal ganglia. Here we will

strongly focus on the biophysics of dopaminergic synapses and try to provide a summary of

the most essential synaptic mechanisms which so far have been identified. (3) Finally we will

compare reward-based learning mechanisms (e.g. TD-learning) with correlation-based Hebbian

learning trying to relate them to the basic mechanisms of long term potentiation (LTP) and long

term depression (LTD) as found in spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP).

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the remainder of this article. This figure depicts the most important

links between the different subfields and algorithms, the most influential ones shown in red. The
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article will proceed from left (machine-learning) to right (synaptic plasticity). The flow in the

different chapters (direction of the arrows) is always from top to bottom, except for all “green”

components, which are concerned with biophysical aspects. Here we proceed upwards.

For specific reviews on the three different fields we refer the reader to: reinforcement learning

(Kaelbling et al., 1996; Sutton and Barto, 1998); animal conditioning (Sutton and Barto, 1990;

Balkenius and Moren, 1998); the dopamine reward system of the brain (Schultz, 1998; Schultz

and Dickinson, 2000; Schultz, 2002); data and models of synaptic plasticity (Martinez and Der-

rick, 1996; Malenka and Nicoll, 1999; Benett, 2000; Bi and Poo, 2001; van Hemmen, 2001; Bi,

2002).

2 The basic concepts of reinforcement learning

It is fair to say that currently almost all methods for predictive control in robots rely on reinforce-

ment learning (RL) and strong indications exist in the literature this type of learning plays a cen-

tral role in animals, too. A major thread which is followed throughout this article concerns the

distinction between reward-based versus correlation-based learning methods, or between eval-

uative versus non-evaluative feedback (Fig. 7,9). Reinforcement learning (RL) at least in its

original formulation is strictly reward-based. Hence an early conclusion would be that animals

rely heavily on reward-based learning. Synaptic plasticity on the other hand is correlation-based

(Hebbian). How can this apparent conflict be resolved? How can reward-based mechanisms be
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Figure 1: Cross links between the different fields (see text). Small equal signs denote that these
algorithms produce identical results after convergence.
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re-formulated such that they can be captured by correlation-based learning rules? And, what are

the problems when trying to do this? These are the questions which we would like to address in

the remainder of this article.

For those who might want to skip all the rest of this article lets try to summarize its conclu-

sions in a single sentence here: The central message of this article will be that reward-based and

correlation-based methods are very similar if not identical in the open-loop condition, where the

actions of the learner will not influence the learning, while they are clearly different in the closed

loop condition, hence during the normally existing behavioral feedback.

The algorithms for reinforcement learning are treated to a great extent in the literature (Sutton

and Barto, 1998) and shall not be described here, but we must describe the basic assumptions of

RL, to be able to compare it to animal learning.

To this end we will only discuss systems with a finite number of discrete states, commonly

known as finite Markov Decision Problems (MDP1). We assume that an RL-agent is able to visit

these states and that these states will convey information about the decision problem.

RL further assumes that in visiting a state, a numerical reward will be collected, where nega-

tive numbers may represent punishments. Each state has a changeable value attached to it. From

every state there are subsequent states that can be reached by means of actions. The value of

a given state is basically defined by the averaged future reward which can be accumulated by

starting actions from this particular state. Here we could look at all or just at some of the follow-

up actions which are possible in starting from the given state. The different algorithms for RL

take different approaches towards reward-averaging which, however shall not be discussed here.

Actions will follow a policy, which can also change.

The goal of RL is to maximize the expected cumulative reward (the “return”) by subsequently

visiting a subset of states in the MDP. This, for example, can be done by assuming a given

(unchangable) policy. Often, however, a sub-goal of RL is to try to achieve this in an optimal

way by finding the best action policy to travel through state space.

In this context, RL methods are mainly employed to address two related problems: the

Prediction- and the Control Problem.

1. Prediction only: RL is used to learn the value function for the policy followed. At the end

of learning this value function describes for every visited state how much future reward we

can expect when performing actions starting at this state.

2. Control: By means of RL, we wish to find that particular set of policies which maximizes

the reward when travelling through state space. This way we have at the end obtained an

optimal policy which allows for action planning and optimal control.

1Thus, RL also assumes that such systems “follow the Markov property”. Essentially this means that it is

unimportant along which path a certain state has been reached. Once there, the state itself contains all relevant

information for future calculations. Many times the Markow Property cannot be guaranteed in real world decision

problem which poses practical problems when wanting to employ RL-methods. Also, we note that conventional RL

needs to be augmented by additional mechanisms, if one wants to employ it to more complex, for example time and

space-continuous, systems. These aspects shall not be discussed here, but see Reynolds (2002); Santos and Touzet

(1999a,b).
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Several algorithms have beed designed to calculate or approximate value functions and/or

to find optimal action policies. Most notably: Dynamic Programming (Bellman, 1957), Monte

Carlo Prediction and Control, TD-learning (Sutton, 1988), SARSA (Rummery, 1995; Sutton,

1996) and Q-learning (Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992). They are reviewed in Sutton

and Barto (1998).

Most of the above named algorithms for RL rely on the method of “temporal differences”

(TD-methods). The formalism of this method is described in the Appendix and its “neuronal”

version later in the main text. Using the method of temporal differences, the rewards, which

determine learning, enter the formalism in an additive way (Eq. 23). Thus, TD-methods are

in the first instance strictly non-correlative as opposed to Hebb-rules, where a multiplicative

correlation of pre- and post-synaptic activity drives the learning. Thus, at first it seems hard to

introduce a correlative relation in RL to make it compatible with synaptic plasticity, hence with

Hebbian learning.

Two observations can be made to mitigate this situation. First, we note that the backward

TD(λ) method (see Appendix) contains so called eligibility traces x which enter the algorithm in

a multiplicative way (Eq. 31) and can, thus, be used to define a correlation-based process. The

concept of such traces shall be explained in a more neuronal context to a great detail in section 3.

Here it suffices to say that this way TD learning becomes formally related to Hebbian learning.

There is, however, a more interesting and but also more problematic way to introduce a

correlation-based process which is in particular of relevance for biological or bio-mimentic

agents: One could try to define the rewards (or punishments) by means of signals derived from

sensor inputs. Naively: Pain is a punishment, while Pleasure is a reward. Thus, rewards can be

correlated to sensor events. This seems to be a simple and obvious way to introduce a correlation-

based process mainly used in so-called Actor-Critic models of machine or animal control, which

shall be introduced later (section 4.1).

Actor-Critic Architectures are closed-loop control structures, where the actions of the agent

(the animal) will influence its own (sensor) inputs. Thus, before we can discuss those, we must

first describe the different algorithms in their open loop versions.

3 Neuronal architectures for prediction and control - open

loop condition

The goal of the next sections will be to transfer the above discussed concepts of RL, for example

TD-learning, to neural networks related to different brain structures. At the same time we would

like to discuss other algorithms which are less directly related to the RL formalism.

3.1 Relating RL to classical conditioning

Classical conditioning represents in its simplest form a learning paradigm where the pairing of

two subsequent stimuli is learned such that the presentation of the first stimulus is taken as a

predictor of the second one. In the descriptions above we have indeed discussed the prediction
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problem but we have only treated the (action driven) transition between states. Only a vague

indication has been given so far about how to use temporally correlated signals for learning.

Thus, the goal of this section is to show of how to augment the above discussed aspects such

that we can utilize correlations for learning. This way we will see that reinforcement learning

and (differential) Hebbian learning are related to each other.

3.1.1 Early neural differential Hebbian architectures

In the traditional example of Pavlov’s dog (Pavlov, 1927), we have the unconditioned stimulus

(US) “food” which is preceded by the conditioned stimulus (CS) “bell”. The CS predicts the US

and after learning the dog starts salivating already in response to the CS. Note, this represents an

open-loop paradigm: The action of salivating will not influence the presentation of the stimuli.

This is different from instrumental conditioning which represents a closed loop paradigm, to be

discussed later in the context of Actor-Critic Architectures.

A model of classical conditioning should, thus, produce an output which - before learning -

responds to the US only, while after learning the output should occur earlier already in response

to the CS. Furthermore, we note that US and CS are temporally correlated. To capture this we

need a correlative property in reinforcement learning which in its machine-learning formalism

(see Appendix) is not immediately visible, because machine-learning entirely relies on the tran-

sition between states by means of actions and correlations do not play any role.

This, however, can be achieved by using eligibility traces2. To this end, we need to restruc-

ture the formalism in a neuronal way, where stimuli converge via synapses at a neuron. These

architectures are in the context of classical conditioning generally called stimulus substitution

architectures, because the first, earlier stimulus after learning substitutes in effect the second,

later stimulus. The goal is to generate an output signal at this neuron that will at the end of

learning directly respond to the CS. This way the output can be used as a predictor signal for

other processes, e.g. for control. This should be achieved by strengthening the synapse which

transmits the CS during learning.

Fig. 2 shows such a structure at the beginning of learning. Note that this model level is still

quite far removed from the biophysical models of synaptic plasticity which shall be discussed

later. The US converges with a strong, driving synapse ω0 at the neuron. To keep things consis-

tent with the descriptions above one could call the US “reward”. The CS precedes the US and

converges with an initially weak synapse ω1. However, the CS elicits a decaying trace (e-trace)

at its own synapse. This, biophysically unspecified, trace is meant to capture the idea that the

CS-synapse remains eligible for modification for some time after the CS has ended. We can

now correlate the output V , which at the beginning of learning mirrors the US, with this eligi-

bility trace and use the result of this correlation depicted by ∆ω1 to change the weight of the

CS-synapse. This idea has first been formalized by Sutton and Barto (1981) in their classical

2Historically eligibility traces had first been developed in the context of classical conditioning models (Hull,

1939, 1943; Klopf, 1972, 1982) and were only later introduced in the context of machine-learning Sutton (1988);

Singh and Sutton (1996). Our review puts its emphasis on the structural and functional similarities of the different

algorithms, therefore we do not follow the historical route.
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Figure 2: Simple correlative temporal learning mechanism applying an eligibility trace (e-trace)
at input x1 (CS) to assure signal overlap at the moment when x0 (US) occurs; ⊗ denotes the
correlation.

modeling study3:

ω1(t + 1) = ω1(t) + γ[v(t)− v(t)]x(t), (1)

where they have introduced two eligibility traces, x(t) at the input and v(t) at the output, given

by:

x(t + 1) = αx(t) + x(t) (2)

v(t + 1) = βv(t) + (1− β) v(t), (3)

with control parameters α and β. Mainly they discuss the case of β = 0 where v(t) = v(t− 1),
which turns their rule into:

ω1(t + 1) = ω1(t) + γ[v(t)− v(t− 1)]x(t), (4)

Before learning this neuron will only respond to the US, while after learning it will respond to the

CS as well. In a later review, Sutton and Barto (1990) discuss that their older model is faced with

several problems. For example, for short or negative inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) between CS

and US, the model predicts strong inhibitory conditioning (see Fig. 8 in Sutton and Barto 1990).

Some reports exist that indeed show weak inhibitory conditioning but mostly weak excitatory

conditioning seems to be found in these cases as well4 (Prokasy et al., 1962; Mackintosh, 1974,

1983; Gormezano et al., 1983).

3Here we should briefly mention that we have deliberately not discussed some of the older work, like the

Rescorla-Wagner rule (Rescorla and Wagner 1972, Fig. 1) or the δ-rule of Widrow and Hopf (Widrow and Hoff,

1960), which is at the root node of all these algorithms. Indeed analytical proofs exist that the results obtained with

the δ-rule are identical to those obtained with the Rescorla Wagner rule (Sutton and Barto 1981, pg. 151) and the

TD(1) algorithm (Sutton 1988 pg.14–15), denoted by the small equal signs in Fig. 1.
4More problems are discussed in Sutton and Barto (1990) for example with respect to the so-called “delay-

conditioning” paradigm which can be solved by some specific modifications of the Sutton and Barto (1981) model.

We refer the reader to Sutton and Barto (1990) for these specific issues.
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Figure 3: Isotropic sequence order learning. A) Structure of the algorithm for N +1 inputs. For notations see text.

A central property of ISO-learning is that all weights can change. B) Weight change curve calculated analytically

for two inputs with identical resonator characteristics (h). The optimal temporal difference for learning is denoted

as Topt. C) Linear development of ω1 for two active inputs (x0, x1). At time-step 40000 input x0 is switched off

and, as a consequence of the orthogonality property of ISO-learning, ω1 stops to grow. D) Development of 10

weights ωi
1
, i = 0 . . . 9 in a robot experiment (Porr and Wörgötter, 2003a). All weights are driven by input x1 but

are connected to different resonators hi
1
, which create a serial compound representation of x1 (see Fig. 10 A). The

robot’s task was obstacle avoidance. At around t = 150 s, it has successfully mastered it, and the input x0, which

corresponds to a touch sensor is not anymore triggered. As a consequence we observe that the weights ωi
1

stop to

change (compare to C).

3.1.2 Isotropic Sequence Order learning

Some of the problems of the Sutton and Barto (1981) model come from the fact that input lines

are not treated identical, which leads to an asymmetrical behavior of this model. In a more recent

approach we have achieved this by employing a different differential Hebbian learning rule onto

all synaptic weights (Porr and Wörgötter, 2002, 2003a,b). The main distinguishing features of

isotropic sequence order learning (ISO-learning) are: 1) All input lines are treated equal. Thus,

there is no a priori built in distinction between CS and US and all lines learn. 2) Eligibility traces

are created by band-pass filtering the inputs 3) Learning is purely correlation-based and synapses

can grow or shrink depending on the temporal sequence of their inputs. 4) Inputs can take any

form of being analogue or pulse-coded. As a consequence this approach is linear.

Fig. 3 A shows the structure of the algorithm The system consists of N + 1 linear filters h
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receiving inputs x and producing outputs x̄:

x̄i = xi ∗ hi (5)

where the asterisk denotes a convolution. The transfer functions h shall be those of bandpass

filters. They are specified by:

h(t) =
1

b
eat sin(bt) (6)

with:

a := Re(p) = −πf/Q, b := Im(p) =
√

(2πf)2 − a2 (7)

f is the frequency of the oscillation and Q the damping characteristic. To get an idea what

these filter do, lets consider pulse-inputs. In this case the filtered signals will consist of damped

oscillations (Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1989; Grossberg, 1995; Grossberg and Merrill, 1996)

which span across some temporal interval until they fade. Thus, band-pass filtering essentially

amounts to applying an eligibility trace to all inputs.

The filtered signals connect with corresponding weights ω to one output unit v. The output

v(t) is given as:

v(t) =
N

∑

i=0

ωix̄i (8)

Learning takes place according to a differential Hebbian learning rule:

d

dt
ωi = µx̄iv

′ µ≪ 1 (9)

where v′ is the temporal derivative of v. Note that µ is very small. See Porr and Wörgötter

(2003a) for a complete description of the ISO-learning algorithm and its properties.

First we note that the system is linear and weight-changes can be calculated analytically

(Fig. 3 B) as shown in Porr and Wörgötter (2003a). Note, if we consider just one input then

we find that it is after filtering orthogonal to the derivative of its output. Intuitively this can be

understood when looking at two pulse inputs x0, x1. In this case both trace-signals x̄0, x̄1 are

damped sine-waves and the derivative of the output is, thus, a sum of damped cosine-waves.

Thus, if one input becomes zero, the derivative of the output will be orthogonal to the remaining

input. Mathematically it can be shown that this holds for more than two inputs, too (Porr and

Wörgötter, 2003a). Thus, inputs will not influence their own synapses and learning is strictly

hetero-synaptic. As a consequence of this, a very nice feature emerges for pairs of synapses:

Weight-change will stop as soon as one input becomes silent (Fig. 3 C). This leads to an automatic

self-stabilizing property for the network in control applications (Fig. 3 D, see also section 4.3.1).

3.1.3 The basic neural TD-formalism and its implementation

Most influential in the field of neuronal temporal sequence learning algorithms, however, is cur-

rently the TD-formalism.

To define it in a neuronal way we replace the “states” from traditional RL with “time-steps”,

and assume that rewards can be retrieved at each such time-step. Furthermore, we assume that
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distant rewards will count less than immediate rewards introducing a discounting factor γ. Then

we define the total reward (called the “return”) as the discounted sum of all expected future

rewards (similar to the formalism in the Appendix):

R(t) = r(t + 1) + γr(t + 2) + γ2r(t + 3) + . . . , (10)

and this can be rewritten as:

R(t) = r(t + 1) + γR(t + 1) (11)

Now we define a neuron v such that it will function as a “prediction neuron”. To this end, we

assume that the output v is able to predict the reward. As a consequence we would hope that

R(t + 1) ≈ v(t + 1) and that R(t) ≈ v(t), replacing (compare Eq. 25):

v(t) ≈ r(t + 1) + γv(t + 1) (12)

Since this is only approximately true (until convergence) we can define an error (compare Eq. 29)

with:

δ(t) = r(t + 1) + γ v(t + 1)− v(t), (13)

realizing that this error function contains a derivative-like term: v(t + 1)− v(t), which is shifted

one step into the future. This results from the fact that the update of the value of a state requires

visiting at least the next following state. In an artificial neural network such as that depicted in

Fig. 4 this does not produce problems, but in a rigorous neuronal implementation one should be

careful to avoid this acausality, for example applying the appropriate delays or a more realistic

eligibility trace (see below).

Now we can update the synaptic weights with:

ωi ← ωi + α δ(t) xi(t) (14)

where xi(t) is the eligibility trace associated with stimulus xi.

In an older review Sutton and Barto (1990) discuss to what degree this specific TD-model can

explain the experimental observations in classical conditioning and they show that it surpasses

their older approach in many aspects. This shall not be discussed here, though, because we wish

to concentrate next on the “neuronal” aspects of TD-learning, its network implementations, its

possible neuronal counterparts in the brain, and its synaptic biophysics.

The circuit diagram in Fig. 4 shows a simple implementation of the TD-rule in a neuronal

model. It is constructed to most closely relate to the basic neuronal TD-formalism introduced

above, keeping the number of necessary parameters minimal. The first neuronal models with

an architecture similar to Fig. 4 where devised by Montague et al. (1995, 1996). The goal of

our implementation is to arrive at an output v which reacts after learning to the onset of the CS

denoted as xn and maintains its activity until the reward terminates. Such an ideally rectangular

signal is reminiscent of the response of so-called Reward-Expectation neurons, which shall be

shown in section 3.3. To achieve this goal we represent the CS internally by a chain of n + 1
delayed pulses xi, with a unit delay τ which is equal to the pulse width. We construct this chain

such that the signal x0 coincides with the reward. In some sense the pulse-chain xi represents a
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Figure 4: Basic neural implementation of the TD-rule. A) shows the first three learning steps (#1,#2,#3) performed

with the circuit drawn in the shaded inset which represents probably the most basic version of a neuronal TD imple-

mentation using a serial compound stimulus representation. The symbol ṽ′ represents a forward-shifted difference

operation: ṽ′(t) = v(t + 1) − v(t). Other symbols are explained in the text. B,C) Same circuit but using x0 as

reward signal. C) here the acausal forward shift of the difference operation is avoided by introducing unit delays τ

into the learning circuits. This allows calculating the derivative by means of an inhibitory interneuron (black).

special (distributed) kind of eligibility trace; it is often called a serial compound representation

(Sutton and Barto, 1990) first used in a neural network architecture by Montague et al. (1996).

The pulse protocols #1, #2 and #3 in Fig. 4 show the first three trials for this algorithm starting

with all weights at zero. Thus, in the first trial (#1) the output v is zero and a positive prediction

error δ occurs together with the reward. The weight change is calculated using Eq. 14 with

∆ωi = δ xi. Thus, in the first trial #1 only the multiplication of x0 with δ will yield a result

different from zero and only this weight changes. In the next trial, v reacts together with x0; the
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derivative is shown below already time-shifted by one step forward as demanded above. As a

consequence δ moves also forward (Montague et al., 1996) and now the correlation between x1

and δ yields 1. This process continues in trial #3 where we only show a few traces and so on until

as the last weight ωn grows. As a result v becomes a rectangle pulse starting at xn and ending at

the end of the reward pulse. Essentially we have implemented a backward TD(1) algorithm (see

Appendix) this way.

It is obvious that the special treatment of the reward as an extra line leading into the learning

sub-circuitry is not really necessary. Fig. 4 B shows that the input signal x0 can replace the reward

signal when setting ω0 = 1 from the beginning. This shows that reward-based architectures are

in some cases equivalent to stimulus-substitution architectures and we are again approaching the

original architecture of the old Sutton and Barto (1981) model.

Note, that the circuit diagram shown in Fig. 4 A,B cannot be implemented with analogue

(“neuronal”) hardware because it contains the forward shift of the derivative term denoted by

ṽ′. Fig. 4 C shows how to modify the circuit in order to assure a causal structure. This requires

adding the unit delay τ in the learning sub-circuits to all input lines (and the reward, if an extra

reward-line exists). As a result the δ signal will appear with the same delay. This modification,

however, allows us also to introduce a small circuit for calculating the difference term by means

of an inhibitory interneuron. The architecture in Fig. 4 C is presumably the simplest way to

implement a TD-rule neuronally without violating causality.
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Figure 5: (A,B) Comparison between the two basic models of Sutton and Barto and ISO-learning
(C). Inputs=x, Eligibility trace=E, reward=r, resonators=h. The symbol v′ denotes the difference
operation between subsequent output values in (A,B) and the a differentiation in (C). The small
amplifier symbol represents a changeable synaptic weight ω.

3.2 Comparing correlation based- and TD-methods

Let us first compare the formalism of the old Sutton and Barto (1981) model (Eq. 15):

ω1(t + 1) = ω1(t) + γ[v(t)− v(t− 1)]x(t), (15)

with the neuronal TD-procedure given by Eq. 16:

ωi ← ωi + α [r(t + 1) + γ v(t + 1)− v(t)] xi(t) (16)
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Learning in Sutton and Barto (1981) is correlative like in Hebbian learning but depends on the

difference of the output v′ ≈ v(t)−v(t−1) (Fig. 5 A, Differential Hebbian Learning5). Further-

more, since v(t) =
∑

i ωixi, i ≥ 0 in Eq. 15, we notice that the “reward” x0 does indeed occur

in the stimulus substitution model of Sutton and Barto but not as an independent term like in the

reward-based TD-procedure.

Reward-based architectures, like TD-learning, allow treating the reward as an independent

entity, which arises in addition to the sensor signals x (Fig. 5 B). Thus, a reward signal could

also be an intrinsically generated signal in the brain, which is not necessarily, or only indirectly,

related to sensor inputs as discussed above. In view of the neuronal response recorded in the

basal ganglia this concept has strong appeal. This was one of the reasons why the TD-formalism

has been adopted to classical conditioning.

How does ISO-learning (Fig. 5 C) compare to these methods? ISO-learning uses different

eligibility traces than Sutton and Barto (1981); Sutton (1988) and employs them at all input-

pathways. Hence, they will influence learning via the output v (more specifically via v′). In

the models of Sutton and Barto (1981) and Sutton (1988) an eligibility trace is only applied at

input x1 and influences only the learning circuit, but not the output v. Thus, for more than two

inputs we find for ISO-learning that v =
∑

ωix̄i while for TD-learning we have v =
∑

ωixi.

If we assume, as before, that x0 is identical to the reward signal and by handling the notation

concerning the derivatives in a somewhat sloppy way, we can rewrite the weight change in TD-

learning (Eq. 16) as:
dωk

dt
= (x0 + v′)x̄k = (x0 +

∑

i>0

ωix
′

i)x̄k (17)

and that of ISO-learning:
dωk

dt
= v′x̄k = (

∑

i=0

ωix̄
′

i)x̄k (18)

As opposed to ISO-learning, the derivative in TD-learning is not applied to the reward and the

output is an unfiltered (no traces) sum of the weighted inputs. These differences prevent TD-

learning from being orthogonal between in- and outputs.

3.2.1 Conditions of convergence

Furthermore, we note that conditions of convergence are different in ISO- as compared to TD-

learning. Trivially, weight growth of ω1 stops in both algorithms when x1 = 0. Otherwise weight

growth stops in TD-learning when r(t+1)+γ v(t+1)−v(t) = 0; a condition which requires the

output to take a certain value (output condition). The orthogonality between input and output in

ISO-learning, on the other hand, leads to the situation that dω1/dt = x̄1v
′ = 0 if x0 = 0, which

is an input condition. It is interesting to discuss how this would affect animal learning in closed

loop situations with behavioral feedback. Animals cannot measure their “output”. All they can

do is sense the consequences of an action, hence sense the consequences of some produced output

(behavior) after it has been transmitted back to the animal via the environment (see Fig. 7). Thus,

5Other early differential Hebbian models have been devised by Kosco (1986) and Klopf (1986), who employ a

derivative at the CS input to account for its possible inner transient representation.
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immediate output control can only be performed by an external observer, which might however,

misjudge the validity of an action leading to bad convergence properties of such an algorithm.

Alternatively augmented output control could be performed by the learner after environmental

filtering via its input-sensors. This, however, might also go wrong if the filtering is not benign.

Thus, there is a clear difference between input and output control as discussed below (section 4).
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Figure 6: Neuronal response in the basal ganglia concerned with reward processing. (A) Response of a dopamine

neuron in monkey to the presentation of a reward (r, drop of liquid) without preceding CS. (B) Response of the same

neuron after learning that the CS will predict the reward. The neuron now responds to the CS but not to the reward

anymore. (C) If the expected reward fails to be delivered the neuron will be inhibited [A-C, recompiled from Schultz

et al. (1997)]. (D) Reduction of novelty response during learning. From top to bottom the number of trials increases

in chunks of 5 equivalent to a growing learning experience [D recompiled from Hollerman and Schultz (1998)].

(E-J) Response transfer to the earliest reward-predicting stimulus [recompiled from Schultz (1998)]. (E) Control

situation, presentation of a visual stimulus (light, L) will not lead to a response. (F) Novelty response, situation

similar to A. (G) Response to a reward predicting “Trigger (Tr)” stimulus (similar to B, left part of diagram) and

(H) failure to respond to a correctly predicted reward (similar to B, right part of diagram). (I) Response to a newly

learned “Instruction (In)” stimulus which precedes the trigger. (J) In the same way, no response to the correctly

predicted reward. (K) Response of a putamen neuron which gradually increases and maintains its firing after a

trigger until the reward is delivered [(K) recompiled from Hollerman et al. (1998)]. (L) Population diagram of 68

striatal neurons that show an expectation of reward type response [(L) recompiled from Suri and Schultz (2001)].

3.3 Neuronal reward systems

Before we will try to embed the different algorithms into “behaving systems”, hence into close-

loop architectures, we would like to open a bracket and show, why the reward paradigm appears

to be so strong in animal learning. So far we are still at the level of artificial neural network im-

plementations of the TD rule and we have only in passing mentioned that a neurophysiological
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motivation for this exists - the dopaminergic reward system. The computational focus of this re-

view does not allow for an in-depth discussion of this topic, but some of the most important facts

should be described to motivate the corresponding modeling approaches discussed in section 4.2

below.

Different response types are found in the mammalian brain, which seem to be related to

reward processing. We associate a few of them rather directly with the nomenclature of TD-

learning noting that this is an oversimplification which is necessary to fit them into the perspec-

tive of a theoretician. For more detailed discussions see Schultz (1998); Schultz and Dickinson

(2000); Schultz (2002). Most importantly one finds:

1. Prediction-Error Neurons: Dopamine neurons (DA-neurons) in the pars compacta of the

substantia nigra and the medially adjoining ventral tegmental area. These neurons seem

to essentially capture the properties of the δ-signal in TD learning (Miller et al. 1981;

Schultz 1986; Mirenowicz and Schultz 1994; Hollerman and Schultz 1998 for reviews see

Schultz 1998; Schultz and Dickinson 2000; Schultz 2002, but see Redgrave et al. 1999). In

addition, they respond to novel, salient stimuli that have attentional and possibly rewarding

properties. Before learning these neurons respond to an unpredicted reward (Fig 6 A).

During learning this response diminishes (Fig 6 D, Ljungberg et al. 1992; Hollerman and

Schultz 1998) and the neurons will now increase their firing in response to the reward-

predicting stimulus (Fig 6 B). The more predictable the reward becomes the less strongly

the neuron fires when it appears. The δ-signal in TD learning essentially corresponds

to δ = reward occurred − reward predicted. Thus, these neurons respond with an

inhibitory transient as soon as a predicted reward fails to be delivered (“Omission”, Fig 6

C). Furthermore, these neurons show response transfer properties: When an earlier reward-

predicting stimulus is introduced, the response of the neuron will during learning move

forward in time and begin to coincide with the new, earlier stimulus (Fig 6 E-J).
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2. Reward-Expectation Neurons: In the striatum, orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala6 (Holler-

man et al., 1998; Tremblay et al., 1998; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999). They respond with

a prolonged maintained discharge following a trigger stimulus until the reward is deliv-

ered (Fig 6 K,L). Thereby they are similar to the “neuron” in Fig. 4. Delayed delivery

prolongs the response, while earlier delivery shortens it. Early during learning those neu-

rons will always start to fire following the trigger stimulus apparently “naively” expecting

a reward in every trial. Only with experience, responses become specific to the actual re-

ward predicting trials. In addition, it has been suggested that these neurons fire mainly as a

consequence of the motivational value of the reward and less strongly following its actual

physical properties. Hence, in trials where rewards are compared they seem to estimate the

relative value of the different rewards with respect to each other instead of reacting to all

of them in an absolute manner.

3. Goal-Directed Neurons: In the striatum, the supplementary motor area and the dorso-

lateral premotor cortex (Kurata and Wise, 1988; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000). These

neurons show an enhanced response prior to an internally planned motor action towards

external rewards but in absence of a triggering stimulus. Some neurons continue to fire un-

til the reward is retrieved, other stop as soon as or just before the motor action is initiated.

Using the terminology from above, one can interpret the first two types of neurons as being

concerned with the prediction problem, while the third type seems to be involved in addressing

the control problem. These single cell data have more recently been augmented by a substantial

number of fMRI studies of the human brain which also support the idea that the ventral striatum

and other parts of the brain (e.g. amygdala, nucleus accumbens, orbitofrontal cortex) could be

involved in the processing of reward- or expectation-related activity (Schoenbaum et al., 1998;

Nobre et al., 1999; Delgado et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2000; Berns et al., 2001; Breiter et al.,

2001; Knutson et al., 2001; O’Doherty et al., 2001, 2002; Pagoni et al., 2002) possibly related to

TD-models (O’Doherty et al., 2003).

However, the functional connectivity and the action of Dopamine are by far more complex

than suggested by the above paragraphs. Dopamine neurons ramify very broadly essentially all

over the striatum. As a consequence, ever striatal neuron (Lynd-Balta and Haber, 1994; Groves

et al., 1995) and large numbers of neurons in superficial and deep layers of the frontal cortex

(Berger et al., 1988; Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1993) is contacted by each DA-neuron. In

addition, the responses of dopaminergic neurons vary to a large degree and only a small number

resembles those discussed here. Thus, the above interpretations of how the different neuron

types are concerned with prediction and control may be too coarse and the DA-system may

also to a large degree carry gating, motivational, novelty, saliency (Zink et al., 2003) or other

context dependent signals, too. On the other hand, it has been found that Dopamine deficient

mice mutants can easily perform reward learning (Cannon and Palmiter, 2003). Evidence that

NMDA7 receptors and not Dopamine (D2) receptors seem to be involved in specific reward

6These neurons are named according to Schultz and Dickinson (2000), sometimes they are also called “Reward-

Prediction neurons” (Suri and Schultz, 2001).
7NMDA=N-methyl-D-aspartate
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processing (Hauber et al., 2000) points in the same direction. (See also the discussion about the

synaptic biophysics of the dopaminergic system in this article, section 5.) The above mentioned

fMRI studies also cannot help resolving these issues, because they have shown that a variety

of different areas can be involved in reward processing while some of them may be strongly

modulated by attentional effects as well influencing learning (Dayan et al., 2000). In addition,

the restricted spatio-temporal resolution of fMRI makes it of little help in actually designing

neuronal models. This complexity cannot be exhaustively discussed in this article and we refer

the reader to the literature (Schultz, 1998; Berridge and Robinson, 1998; Schultz and Dickinson,

2000; Schultz, 2002; Dayan and Balleine, 2002).
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Figure 7: Actor-Critic architecture (modified from Barto 1995). A) Conventional feedback loop
controller, B) Actor-Critic control system, where a Critic influences action selection by means of
a reinforcement signal.
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4 Closed loop architectures

4.1 Evaluative Feedback by means of Actor-Critic architectures

The action of animals or robots will normally always influence their sensor inputs. Thus, to be

able to address the control problem, the above discussed algorithms will have to be embedded

in closed loop structures. To this end so-called Actor-Critic models have been widely employed,

which are strongly related to control theory (Witten, 1977; Barto et al., 1983; Sutton, 1984;

Barto, 1995). Fig. 7 A shows a conventional feedback control system. A controller provides

control signals to a controlled system which is influenced by disturbances. Feedback allows the

controller to adjusts it signals. In addition, a set-point is defined. In the equilibrium (without

disturbance), the feedback signal X0 will take the negative value of the set-point, which repre-

sents the “desired state” of the complete system. In the simplest case (set-point=0), this is zero,

too. The set-point can essentially be associated with the control goal of the system, reaching it

by means of the feedback could be interpreted in the way that the system has attained homeosta-

sis. Part B of this figure shows how to extend this system into an Actor-Critic architecture. The

Critic produces evaluative, reinforcement feedback for the Actor by observing the consequences

of its actions. The Critic takes the form of a TD-error which gives an indication if things have

gone better or worse than expected with the preceding action. Thus, this TD-error can be used

to evaluate the preceding action: If the error is positive the tendency to select this action should

be strengthened or else, lessened. Thus, Actor and Critic are adaptive through reinforcement

learning. This relates these techniques to advanced feed-forward control and feed-forward com-

pensation techniques. However, the set-point is in this more general context replaced by context

information. This indicates that that control goal can now be somewhat softened, which makes

these architectures go beyond conventional, advanced model-free feed-forward controllers.

Many different ways exist to actually implement Actor-Critic Architectures (see Sutton and

Barto (1998) for an example). They have become especially influential when discussion animal

control and we note that these specific Actor-Critic architectures (Fig. 7) represent regulation

problems to which animal control also belongs (Porr and Wörgötter, 2004). Other Actor-Critic

architectures can also be designed, but shall not be discussed here.

Two aspects are especially important for the discussion later-on: Actor-Critic architectures

rely on the return maximization principle, which is common to all reinforcement learning paradigms,

trying to maximize the expected return by choosing the best actions. Furthermore they use eval-

uative feedback from the environment. Hence feedback signals that come from the environment

are not value-free, instead they are labeled “reward” (positive) or maybe “punishment” (nega-

tive). In sections 7.1 and 7.4 we will discuss that these two assumptions may pose problems

when considering autonomous creatures.

4.2 Neuronal Actor-Critic architectures

In general, all neuronal models for prediction and control which have been described in the liter-

ature so far follow an Actor-Critic architecture (Barto, 1995) and are focused on the interactions

between the basal ganglia and the cortex (Houk et al., 1995), sometimes including other brain
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structures as well). Most of the time the Critic (Predictor) is implemented in these models with

great detail while the Actor (Controller) is in the earlier studies only rather generally described

and more details are only added in recent models. We will first compare the different models of

the Critic and at the end of this section the Actors.

4.2.1 The Critic

Reciprocal architectures The implementation of a TD-critic shown in Fig. 4 C is called a

reciprocal architecture, because it assumes a reciprocal connection from the central summation

neuron via the neuron which calculates δ back to the synaptic modification circuit of the central

summation neuron (see also Fig. 8 B,C). These types of models capture some of the basic prop-

erties of the observed neuronal responses. For example, the δ-signal resembles the response of

Prediction-Error neurons, showing the properties of response transfer and omission, while the

v-signal is to some degree similar to the Reward-Expectation neurons.
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Figure 8: Matching TD-learning to the basal ganglia. A) Schematic wiring diagram of the basal ganglia show-

ing its main in- and outputs. VP=ventral pallidum, SNr=substantia nigra pars reticulata, SNc=substantia nigra

pars compacta, GPi=globus pallidus pars interna, GPe=globus pallidus pars externa, VTA=ventral tegmental area,

RRA=retrorubral area,STN=subthalamic nucleus. B-F) Simplified circuit diagrams redrawn from the approaches

of different groups adopting the same structure to make them comparable. Cortex=C, striatum=S, DA=dopamine

system, PFC=prefrontal cortex, VS=ventral striatum, GP=globus pallidus, r=reward. B and C represent parallel-

reciprocal architectures where both input streams to the DA-system arise in parallel from the striatum, which in turn

receives DA-signals in a reciprocal way. Accordingly D is a divergent (non-parallel) reciprocal architecture where

the input to the DA system originates in the cortex via two separate striato-nigral pathways. The architecture in E

is parallel, non-reciprocal and that in F is divergent, non-reciprocal. Dashed lines with bullets denote a dopamine

synapse. They end at another synapse which is the one that is modified.

Matching model architectures to the brain Fig. 8 shows a simplified circuit diagram of the

basal ganglia together with its most important inputs and outputs. We will now compare the

existing models to this diagram. For an in-depth treatment of this topic see Daw (2003).
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• Parallel reciprocal architectures; Houk’s model:

The first attempt to match the abstract architecture of a Critic to the structure of cortex and

basal ganglia has been made by Houk et al. (1995) (see Fig. 8 B). So called striosomal

modules8 fulfill the functions of the adaptive Critic. The prediction-error (δ-) characteris-

tics (Eq. 13) of the DA-neurons of the Critic are generated by: 1) Equating the reward r
with excitatory input from the lateral hypothalamus. 2) Equating the term v(t) with indi-

rect excitation at the DA-neurons which is initiated from striatal striosomes and channelled

through the subthalamic nucleus onto the DA neurons. 3) Equating the term v(t− 1) with

direct, long-lasting inhibition from striatal striosomes onto the DA-neurons. This princi-

ple, depicted in Fig. 8 B, is a variation of diagram 4 C, where we have used an interneuron

to create the subtractive term. The long lasting inhibitory component used to calculate the

subtractive v(t− 1) term by Houk et al. (1995) sub-serves the same purpose.

Is this model supported by anatomy and will it produce the correct neuronal responses?

At first this comes down to the central question if a reciprocal architecture is supported by

the connectivity between striatum and the DA-system. Many models, like Houk’s, make

the even more specific assumption that striosomes contain the main part of the reward-

predicting neurons in the striatum with reciprocal connections (Houk et al., 1995; Brown

et al., 1999; Contreras-Vidal and Schultz, 1999). This assumption is supported by the

work of Gerfen (Gerfen, 1984, 1985; Gerfen et al., 1987; Gerfen, 1992). These studies

have shown in rats that there is a reciprocal connection between the striosomes of the

dorsal striatum and a small group of DA-neurons of the SNc and SNr. In other species

anatomical evidence also supports the notion that at least weak reciprocal connections be-

tween both structures exist (Haber et al., 2000; Joel and Weiner, 2000). There is, however,

little support for the notion that this reciprocity is sub-compartmentalized, because it does

not seem to be the case that mostly the striosomal neurons would take part in a reciprocal

connection pattern (Joel and Weiner, 2000). Rather it seems that such connections can

exist for striosomal and matrisomal neurons of the striatum in a similar way.

• Comparing Houk’s model to idealized parallel reciprocal architectures:

Fig. 8 C shows the idealized reciprocal architecture required to implement a TD-rule by

means of interactions between cortex (C) and striatum (S). This architecture assumes a

direct excitatory pathway and an indirect inhibitory pathway. In reality the situation, how-

ever, is reversed (Bunney et al., 1991; Pucak and Grace, 1994; Haber et al., 2000; Joel

and Weiner, 2000) and we observe as a second problem that the direct action of striatal

activity onto DA-neurons is inhibitory, excitation only arises indirectly as the consequence

of disynaptic disinhibition (ventral striatal inhibition of GABAergic neurons in the ventral

pallidum, which projects to most of the DA system, Fig. 8 A). Thus, we would obtain

a sign inverted situation with −v(t) and +v(t − 1) which is not in accordance with the

TD-rule.

8Striosomal modules consist of striatal striosomes, subthalamic nucleus, and the DA-neurons of the substantia

nigra pars compacta. They are called the limbic striatum.
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In conclusion, there is no support for implementing a reciprocal Critic architecture relying

on striosomal neurons only. However, even when relying on the whole population of stri-

atal neurons (including the matrisomal neurons) we are still faced with the sign-inversion

problem (Joel et al., 2002). To avoid this, models must make specific assumptions about

the time courses of the involved signals. One possible solution to this problem might lie

in the different, sometimes very slow, time courses of the different chemical compounds

which are involved in the second messenger chains leading to dopamine-related synaptic

modification (Houk et al., 1995). We will discuss this in section 5.

From a functional point of view we find that the long lasting inhibitory component used to

calculate the subtractive v(t) term in Houk’s approach leads to the situation that this model

cannot account for the precise timing of the depression during omission of a predicted

reward (see Fig. 6). Other timing problems arise as the consequence of the fact that this

model has not implemented any kind of serial compound stimulus representation. This was

first done by Montague et al. (1995, 1996) in the context of a reciprocal architecture and

in the following in several models by Suri and co-workers (Suri and Schultz, 1998, 1999,

2001; Suri et al., 2001). Suri et al do not make an explicit link to anatomy but seem to

imply that they are essentially following the approach of Houk. At a closer look, however,

their models are more strongly related to the ideal reciprocal architecture (Fig. 8 C) than

to Houk’s model (Fig. 8 B).

• Divergent reciprocal architectures:

So far we have discussed what we would call “parallel-reciprocal” architectures (see Leg-

end of Fig. 8 B,C). These models assume that two parallel pathways exist from the stria-

tum to the DA-system. An alternative source for these two streams is the limbic prefrontal

cortex (PFC). Indeed evidence exists that the PFC projects directly to the DA-system (re-

viewed in Overton and Clark 1997) and that an additional projection exists to the ventral

striatum (Groenewegen et al., 1990; Parent, 1990). Via this pathway delayed inhibition

could be provided to the DA-system. This is supported by findings that responses in the

ventral striatum show reward expectation activity (Schultz et al., 1992).

A model which utilizes such a divergent-reciprocal architecture was devised by Brown

et al. (1999) (Fig. 8 D). This model uses a special kind of serial compound stimulus repre-

sentation by assuming a spectral timing approach (Grossberg and Schmajuk, 1989; Gross-

berg, 1995; Grossberg and Merrill, 1996) of a set of band-pass filtered pulses (resembling

in shape that of an EPSP) with different onset-times which cover the whole inter-stimulus

interval between CS and US. In their model these pulses represent the supra-threshold in-

ternal Ca2+ concentration. The cortex provides excitatory input to the striosomes which

project inhibitorily to the DA-system (Fig. 8 D). At the same time the cortex also projects to

the ventral striatum. This signal gets transfered via several stages to the DA-system, where

it finally exerts an excitatory action. Cortico-striatal synapses are modified in the strio-

somes as well as in the ventral striatum. This architecture still fulfills the basic properties

of a TD-architecture, the nested, multi-stage computation and the synaptic modification

rules used, however, do not anymore provide a direct link to the TD-rule. The model re-
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produces most of the known experimental data. This is mainly a virtue of the different

timing-properties along both legs of the divergent input pathways to the DA-system. This

additional degree of freedom avoids several of the timing-problems that have been found

in the older models (see discussion in Brown et al. 1999).

• Parallel non-reciprocal architectures:

Berns and Sejnowski (1998) have devised a parallel non-reciprocal architecture (Fig. 8 E),

which in essence resembles the model of Houk et al. (D), but implements several pathways

more accurately following the known anatomical structures than any of the other models.

This architecture is called non-reciprocal because the weight-modification does not take

place in the striatum. In the model of Berns and Sejnowski (1998) weights of the STN→GP

connection as well as those of the striato-nigral connection (S→DA) are modified, for

which there is currently no direct evidence. The learning rule used is a three-factor Hebbian

learning rule. Two factors come from the pre and postsynaptic activity of the concerned

connection, the third is a so-called “error-term” e, calculated from the difference between

the activity of the GP→DA and the S→DA connection. This error term is used as the

reinforcement signal. Thus, this model does not use any primary reinforcement (reward r)

and cortical input is also not explicitly mentioned.

• Divergent non-reciprocal architectures:

The model of Contreras-Vidal and Schultz (1999) (Fig. 8 F) most strongly deviates from

the traditional TD-rule. Like in Berns and Sejnowski (1998) it assumes that the striato-

nigral and not the cortico-striatal synapses are modified by means of the DA-activity. In

general, their model focuses on the action of the prefrontal cortex which provides indirect

input to the striosomes and from there on to the DA-system. Thus, this model represents

a divergent non-reciprocal architecture. The model is fairly opaque and it seems as if this

input line will lead to net excitation at the DA-system, which is opposite to the assumption

of the other models. Accordingly the second pathway from the prefrontal cortex to the

DA-system acts inhibitorily in their scheme (divergent architecture). In addition, they

have implemented an adaptive resonance network (ART-2, Carpenter and Grossberg 1987)

and use this to model an attentional and orienting subsystem.

• Problems with serial compound representations:

All of the more recent models use some kind of serial compound stimulus representation to

cover the long temporal intervals between the stimuli. The problem of a straight-forward

serial compound representation, like the one used in Fig. 4, is that it predicts a gradual

shift of the δ-signal forward in time during learning (see steps #1-#3 in Fig. 4, Schultz

et al. 1997). This, however is in general not observed in real recordings where the response

of the DA-neurons remains in place and gradually diminishes during learning (Fig. 6 D),

while the response to the predictive stimulus increases. Furthermore the model in Fig. 4

will also not produce novelty responses to new and salient stimuli which are very often

observed in DA-neurons.
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Accordingly, more recent models where designed solving these problems by means of a

more elaborate serial compound stimulus representation. For example, Suri and Schultz

(1998, 1999) use a representation where only one delay of 100 ms is used between the first

and all other xi, but where all xi, i > 1 are stretched in time with increasing durations and

decreasing amplitude. With this architecture they were able to more accurately reproduce

the properties of real DA-neurons (Prediction-Error neurons), including novelty responses

and avoiding the forward shift of the δ-signal. In this study, they found that only the

one specific weight grows which represented the temporal interval between prediction and

reward. As a consequence these models can only learn a single inter-stimulus interval

correctly. When using other ISIs the model will produce incorrect responses.

In their later models Suri and Schultz (2001) and Suri et al. (2001) return more closely

to the architecture in Fig. 4 C. In addition to the serial compound representation of the

stimulus, they also employ an analogue eligibility trace at every xi, which according to the

authors speeds up learning and also leads to the specific shapes of the output responses.

They do not show responses of Prediction-Error DA-neurons (δ-signals) during learning,

and the complexity of this model is such that it is not immediately evident if it will again

produce some kind of forward shift of the δ-signal. One study Suri and Schultz (2001) fo-

cuses on the responses of Reward-Expectation neurons in the putamen and the orbitofrontal

cortex. The other study implements a so called “extended TD-model” which not only gets

external stimulus input but is also internally driven by thalamic activity and by action-

related signals. Thus, Suri et al. (2001) make serious attempts to implement an Actor. This

aspect will be discussed in the next section.

There is evidence that neurons in the striatum produce varying response latencies and du-

rations (Schultz, 1998; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000; Schultz, 2002) which could support

the idea of a serial compound representation. Furthermore, the different models discussed

so far can indeed reproduce a wealth of physiological findings. Still, the valid parameter

ranges of the existing models appear rather narrow and the models have to be specifically

tuned to reproduce the different response properties of the neurons. In addition, the wiring

pattern for the serial compound representation has also to be rather specifically set up and

the unknown delay between CS and US requires a large number of neurons in the serial

compound representation of xi.

Criticizing the Critic In general one finds that there are currently only a few shared princi-

ples found in the different models. This concerns structure, where sometimes strongly differing

anatomical assumptions are found between the models, as well as function, where different learn-

ing rules are used. Parallel reciprocal architectures (Fig. 8 B,C,D), which can be used to imple-

ment a neuronal version of the TD-rule, are possibly supported by the connectivity of the basal

ganglia. The assumption that such reciprocal connections are restricted to striosomes (which are

used for the Critic) does not seem to be valid, though. Idealized reciprocal architectures (Fig. 8

C) which are essentially used in the models of Montague and Suri are not directly supported by

anatomy because of the “sign inversion problem” discussed above. From a functional point of

view, accurate reproduction of the experimental data requires a fairly complex serial compound
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representation of the stimulus. This assumption may prove to be too inflexible, too. Divergent

architectures (Fig. 8 D,F) and non-reciprocal architectures (Fig. 8 E,F) are not necessarily re-

lated to the TD-rule anymore. Especially the divergent architectures offer additional degrees of

freedom in adjusting the timing along the different input lines to the DA-system. A serial com-

pound representation is also needed in these models and the question arises if the spectral timing

approach of Brown et al. (1999) would be more flexible than the more conventional setup used

in the other models.

4.2.2 The Actor

In general, less attention has been payed so far to the implementation of the Actor. This may

have to do with the fact that there are only few single-cell recordings available which could be

matched to the activity of Actor-cells (Goal-Direction neurons, see section 3.3), as opposed to the

Critic, where a wealth of data exist. The performance of the Actor is, thus, judged by observing

the obtained actions (“behavior”).

The study of Houk et al. (1995) was also the first to suggest of how to design an Actor. The

matrix modules9 integrate the information from the striosomal modules (see above) and from

cortical inputs in order to create output to the frontal cortex relayed through the thalamus. In

contrast to the detailed discussion of the critic, Houk et al. (1995) only provide a rather general

scheme of the implementation of the actor. According to their model, matrix modules generate

signals that command actions or represent plans that organize other systems to generate the actual

commands.

Montague and colleagues (Montague et al., 1995, 1996) implement decision units as the

Actor in their models. This is not meant to be related to basal ganglia anatomy, rather it represents

an abstract binary decision network. The TD-error δ is used to influence the decision probability

and to adjust the weights at the decision units appropriately during learning. This architecture

allows only for binary decisions.

In their 1999 model Suri and Schultz also model a control task with an Actor-Critic archi-

tecture. In this model the actor consists of one layer of neurons, each of which represents a

certain action. It learned stimulus-action pairs based on the prediction error signal provided by

the Critic. A winner-take-all rule, implemented by means of lateral inhibition between the units,

assured that only one action was selected at a given time. In combination with the more so-

phisticated Critic (discussed above) this still rather simple Actor-model was able to solve several

relatively complex behavioral tasks.

All these Actor-models were still rather simplistic. In a recent model, Suri et al. (2001), how-

ever, made serious attempts to implement a more detailed Actor, trying to match it to anatomy

as well. Like in Houk et al. (1995), the Actor uses striatal matrisomes. These provide direct

inhibition to the GPi/SNr complex (compare Fig. 8 A) and indirect excitation via the GPe and

the STN. The GPi/SNr complex projects inhibitorily to the thalamus and from there on excita-

torily to the cortex which elicits the actions. The DA-system provides input to the matrisomal

9Matrix modules consist of the striatal matrix, subthalamic nucleus, globus pallidus, thalamus, and frontal cortex.

They are called sensorimotor striatum.
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neurons of the striatum. Its exerts an effect on the membrane potential of these cells but also

on the weight of the cortico-striatal synapses ω essentially with ∆ω = DA × Pre × Post,
comprising a three-factor learning rule, which relies on the activity of the DA-system (DA) as

well as the pre- and postsynaptic activity at the striatum cell (Miller et al., 1981; Schultz, 1998).

The membrane activity of these cells follows the physiological observation that they can be in a

depolarized “up-” and a hyperpolarized “down”-state. We defer the reader to section 5 for a more

detailed description of these states. Here it seems that this property can improve reaction times

as well as learning properties as compared to a model version without such membrane states. As

in their older model, Actor-neurons represent single actions each and actions are selected again

by a winner-takes-all mechanisms such that the winning inhibition will disinhibit the thalamus.

As a consequence the number of possible actions is limited to the number of Actor neurons.

The use of internal signals in the extended TD-model of the Critic in the model of Suri

et al. (2001) leads to the situation that this model can now also perform some kind of planning.

Planning refers to the behavioral strategy that an action can be selected without primary rein-

forcement, just as the consequence of having memorized previously experienced situation-action

pairs. For example; if a reward has always occurred at the right side in a T-maze, the animal will

after learning turn right without any external stimulation. Suri et al. (2001) achieve this by means

of internal signals which enter the extended TD-model and from there on the Actor-neurons. One

could say that these internal signals form an internal, explicit representation of a chain of events

which can be utilized for learning and acting.

The performance of this model is rich and it reproduces many existing data sets. However,

its architecture is fairly advanced and as a consequence it contains many free parameters, few of

which have direct physiological support. The assumption that striosomes form part of the Critic

while matrisomes belong to the Actor is not supported by the anatomy of the basal ganglia, as

discussed above. Therefore it is questionable to employ two different learning rules (TD-rule

versus three-factor rule) at these two sets of neurons. From a functional point of view up- and

down-membrane states are also found across all medium spiny striatal neurons (for a review see

Nicola et al. 2000) and not only in the matrix neurons.

Criticizing the Actor From a more conceptional point of view two aspects may be problematic

in the currently existing actor models.

1. The number of possible actions is matched to the number of actor neurons. Thus, these

neurons represent some kind of “grandmother cell” concept, where only a rather limited

number of discrete decisions is possible. This may work in restricted-choice lab situa-

tions. The complexity of real-world situations, however, requires a different type of action-

network.

2. In general, the basal ganglia include many indirect pathways, which often amount to disin-

hibition. Disinhibition, however, normally acts permissive or facilatory and cannot directly

be equated with excitation. Specific motor commands, on the other hand, require the con-

certed action of many specific and sometimes temporally rather fine tuned excitations. We

believe that the release of inhibition at the thalamus performed by the Actor pathway in -
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for example - the model of Suri et al. (2001) can at best act gating on such motor actions.

Thus, action selection by means of such a gating process seems to be too crude a model

for animal (motor) control.

Controller

Actor&Critic Controlled
System

Control
Signals

Feedback

Disturbances

Set-Point

X
0
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1

Action= (X o X )f
0 1

early late

Figure 9: Correlation-based control architecture, where the control signal is derived from the
correlations between two temporally related input signals.

4.3 Non-evaluative correlation-based control

Above we have stated that Actor-Critic architectures follow the return maximization principle

by means of evaluative feedback from the environment. Fig. 9 suggest a schematic architec-

ture which accommodates a different approach: 1) non-evaluative feedback and 2) disturbance

minimization. This architecture utilizes the basic feedback loop controller from Fig. 7 A, but it

assumes that the environment will, in a temporal sequence learning situation, provide temporally

correlated signals about upcoming events like those mentioned in the introduction (e.g., smell

predicts taste, etc.). This architecture follows the learning goal: Learn to keep the later signal

(x0), whatever it is, minimal by employing the earlier signal (x1) to elicit an appropriate action. In

conventional actor-critic architectures, the critic provides an evaluation of the action (e.g. “good”

or “bad”) and this evaluation influences future action selections. Such evaluations are, however,

always subjective. In correlation-based control the situation is fundamentally different: Here

the system relies on the objective difference between “early” and “late”, which arises from the

structure of the input signals. Evaluations do not take place at this point. Instead the “re-”action

of the feedback control loop in response to x0, be it an attraction or a repulsion reaction, will be

shifted forward in time to occur earlier now in response to x1. Thus, in this system, evaluations

do not take place during learning instead they are implicitly built into the (sign of the) reaction

behavior of the inner x0-loop: repulsion or attraction. As a consequence, Critic and Actor are

not necessarily separate entities anymore and can be merged into the same architectural build-

ing block. Furthermore we note that this control strategy does not seek to maximize returns.

On a complex decision topology such maxima (or even near maximal regions) may be hard to

find by means of RL. Disturbance minimization, on the other hand, offers the advantage that the

associated regions will almost always be much bigger promising better convergence properties.
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Figure 10: Applying ISO-learning in a control task. A) This architecture is reminiscent of an Actor-Critic ar-

chitecture (see Fig. 7 9), but here the system does not use evaluative feedback (“rewards”) from the environment.

Instead it relies only on correlations between the inputs. Hence, it is assumed that the “organism” receives tempo-

rally correlated inputs, where x1 arrives earlier (e.g.; a signal from a range finder reflected from an obstacle) and

x0 arrives later (e.g.; a signal from a touch sensor triggered at the moment of touching the obstacle). P0, P1 denote

environmental transfer functions, D a signal (“disturbance”), which arrives at the inputs: undelayed at x1 and with

delay τ at x0. Other symbols are as in Fig. 3, here we have also implemented a filter bank of 10 filters with different

frequencies all driven by the same input x1, this way creating also something like a serial compound representation.

This, however, was done purely to speed up learning and to create smoother output signals. Note that a filter bank

approach does not destroy orthogonality and weights will still self-stabilize (Fig. 3 D). After successful learning, the

output V will fully compensate the disturbance D at the summation node of the inner loop leading to x0 = 0, which

is equivalent to a functional elimination of the inner loop. The system has learned the inverse controller of the inner

loop (Porr et al., 2003). B,C) Trajectory of a real robot early (B) and late (C) during learning in an area with three

obstacles (boxes). Collisions are denoted by the small circles (forward=solid, backward=dashed). Only forward

collision can be used for learning. In such an environment the robot never needed more than 12 forward collisions

to learn the task. This way it is as fast as the best RL-algorithms which require sophisticated credit-structuring and

temporal assignment mechanisms. (Touzet 1999 also Touzet pers. communication).

4.3.1 ISO-control: merging Critic & Actor

In this section we will describe how ISO-learning can be used to implement correlation-based

control introduced in an abstract way in the previous section. The central assumption of ISO-

control is that any control system should start with a stable negative feedback loop (Fig. 9) for

example a reflex-loop. Feedback controllers, however, suffer from a major disadvantage: They

will always only react after a disturbance has taken place (inner loop in Fig. 10 A). Thus, the

desired state (e.g. x0 = 0, see also Fig. 9) cannot be maintained all the time. Or in other

words, disturbances will not yet be minimal when employing feedback control. ISO-control can

improve on this if a temporal correlation exist between the primary disturbance and some other

earlier occurring signal (denoted by the delay τ between the inner and the outer loop in Fig. 10).

The ISO-learning algorithm allows for learning this correlation and, as a result, the primary reflex
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reaction will be “shifted forward” in time, now occurring earlier; i.e. before the primary reflex

would have been triggered. Thus, if learning is successful the primary reflex will be fully avoided

and disturbances are now minimal (ideally zero). Note that in the architecture shown in Fig. 10 A

Critic and Actor are not anymore separate (compare Fig. 7 B with Fig 9). There is indeed recent

experimental evidence that neurons exist where behavior and reward (actor and critic) are more

closely linked (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998; Kawagoe et al., 1998; Hassani et al., 2001).

This principle has been employed in several real-robot experiments (Fig. 10 B,C) which

can be viewed at http://www.cn.stir.ac.uk/predictor. We simulate touch and range-finder signals.

Before learning the simulated robot will perform a built-in retraction reaction when touching an

obstacle (primary reflex reaction). All weights ωk are initially zero except the weights which

belong to the touch sensor inputs, which we set to one. Thus, the output is at this stage just the

signal v = x̄0, where x̄0 is the band-pass filtered touch senor input x̄0 = h0 ∗ x0. This signal is

sent sign-inverted (negative feedback!), but otherwise unaltered, to the motors10, which leads to a

retraction reaction. The range-finders provide the necessary earlier signal because they respond

before the touch sensor is triggered. ISO-learning learns this correlation. After learning the

output is v =
∑

ωkx̄k, where k ≥ 1, because the touch sensors (x0) are not anymore triggered.

This signal will now in same way as before, but earlier, lead to a retraction reaction and the

primary reflex will be avoided.

Interestingly, the principle of disturbance minimization by reflex avoidance can be employed

in the same way to learn a food-retrieval task (see Porr and Wörgötter 2003b). Here a behavior

emerges which looks like reward-retrieval (or return-maximization) but which really follows the

disturbance-minimization principle.

5 Biophysics of synaptic plasticity in the striatum

The more recent of the above discussed models of the basal ganglia begin to make rather specific

assumptions about cellular and sub-cellular mechanisms. This also requires a discussion.

The striatum is currently the best understood substrate concerning the interactions between

glutamatergic (Glu) and dopaminergic (DA) synapses. Such interactions also take place in many

other brain structures, but shall not be discussed here. Furthermore, we will restrict the discussion

to facts which at the moment seem to be fairly generally acknowledged. This is meant to facilitate

the computational perspective and should allow us to design restricted but at least valid models

without too many open degrees of freedom.

5.1 Basic observations

Fig 11 gives a summary of the different types of synaptic modifications at corticostriatal gluta-

matergic synapses targeting a spiny projection neuron in the striatum. Three possible influences

can in principle affect the synapse: 1) presynaptic stimulation of the corticostriatal pathway, 2)

10This description is slightly simplified, because we employ steering and accelerating control, thus two sets of

neurons. The correct cross-wiring is described in Porr and Wörgötter (2003a). Here of importance is that ISO-

control essentially works without any signal post-processing or conditioning.
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Figure 11: Effects of the different activation protocols on the plasticity of cortico-striatal
synapses. Small x in the table denotes an active influence. Only paired pre- and postsynaptic
activation (row 4), with or without DA activation (row 7) will lead to synaptic plasticity. For
further explanations see text. References for the table rows 1: (Calabresi et al., 1992a; Choi
and Lovinger, 1997; Calabresi et al., 1999), 2: (Calabresi et al., 1992b; Choi and Lovinger,
1997; Calabresi et al., 1999), 3: (Calabresi et al., 1987, 1992b; Umemiya and Raymond, 1997),
4:(LTD) (Calabresi et al., 1992b; Lovinger et al., 1993; Walsh, 1993; Wickens et al., 1996), 4:
(LTP and mixed effects) (Charpier and Deniau, 1997; Charpier et al., 1999; Akopian et al., 2000;
Partridge et al., 2000; Spencer and Murphy, 2000), 5: (nucleus accumbens) (Pennartz et al.,
1993), 5:(striatum) (Calabresi et al., 1999), 6: (Calabresi et al., 1999), 7: (LTP with Mg2+ re-
moved) (Calabresi et al., 1992c; Walsh and Dunia, 1993), 7: (LTD with normal conditions, i.e.,
with Mg2+) (Calabresi et al., 1992a,b; Tang et al., 2001), 7: (LTP with pulsed DA application)
(Wickens et al., 1996).

postsynaptic activation of the projection neuron, and 3) activation of the nigrostriatal, dopaminer-

gic pathway. By itself, none of the three influences can affect the Glu-synapse (top part of table,

for literature references see figure legend). If, however, presynaptic corticostriatal stimulation is

paired with postsynaptic activity early studies have unequivocally reported that LTD occurs at

the Glu-synapse. More recently these observations have been augmented by findings showing

that LTP mainly occurs in the dorsomedial (dm) part of the striatum, whereas LTD is found in

the dorsolateral (dl) part following the gradient of D2-like receptor density (Joyce and Marshall,

1987; Russell et al., 1992). In addition, the expression of LTP or LTD will also depend on the

applied stimulation protocol (for review see Reynolds and Wickens 2002). In general, the ten-

dency for LTD seems to be stronger than that for LTP, indicated by the different font sizes in the

table. Failing to pair pre- and postsynaptic activation, on the other hand, will neither induce LTP

nor LTD, regardless of the activation state of the dopaminergic pathway. The most robust pro-

tocol to induce LTP or LTD consists of the stimulation of all three influences. It was found that

tonic, long-lasting activation of the DA-pathway will induce LTD (Calabresi et al., 1992a,b; Tang

et al., 2001), whereas phasic, pulse-like activation, which leads to a less-strong D1-like receptor

desensitization (Memo et al., 1982), will lead to LTP (Wickens et al., 1996). Thus, this has been

called a “three-factor” learning rule (Miller et al., 1981; Schultz, 1998). This terminology, how-

ever, may be misleading. Dopamine is a potent modulator of synaptic plasticity, but should not
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enter the equation in a multiplicative way, because the conjoint action of pre- and postsynaptic

influences (middle of table, row #4) seems to suggest that two factors already suffice for synaptic

modification, and in this case we would ideally set “dopamine=0”. It is, however, currently a

matter of debate if the dopamine concentration indeed approaches zero under these experimental

conditions, because traces of DA can be detected by HPLC11 following high frequency stimula-

tion of the corticostriatal pathway (Calabresi et al., 1995). Thus, it is still conceivable that under

physiological conditions the lack of a DA-signal would prevent LTP or LTD altogether, because

chronic near total depletion of DA prevents LTD (Calabresi et al., 1992a) and LTP (Centonze

et al., 1999) (chronic denervation protocols). As a consequence, the validity of the three-factor

rule can still not be conclusively ruled out.

5.2 Intra-cellular processes

Fig. 12 shows a summary of the intracellular actions which take place at DA- and Glu-synapses

as far as they are understood today. The diagram is to some degree simplified and more detailed

accounts can be found in Greengard et al. (1999); Centonze et al. (2001). Both, LTP and LTD,

are introduced in the striatum by repetitive stimulation of the corticostriatal fibers and this event

produces massive release of both, glutamate and dopamine, in the striatum dopamine acts mainly

via two receptor sub-types (D1-like, and D2-like, Sibley and Monsma 1992), and we consider

here the action of glutamate onto AMPA12 and NMDA13 receptors only. The more modulatory

action of metabotropic glutamate receptors shall not be discussed. Synaptic strength, measured

for example by the size and slope of EPSPs, can partly be associated to the number and phos-

phorilated AMPA and NMDA receptors (p-AMPA and p-NMDA) which are integrated into the

membrane, while dephosphorilated receptors are not active. In general, one observes that LTP

only occurs when NMDA channels are active (Calabresi et al., 1996; Yamamoto et al., 1999;

Partridge et al., 2000), which in experimental in vitro conditions can be achieved by removing

Mg2+ from the medium (Calabresi et al., 1992c, 1996; Centonze et al., 1999). In vivo, this would

require a depolarized state of the neuron, where the Mg2+-block at the NMDA-channels is less-

ened or removed. LTD on the other hand is independent of the NMDA-channels (Calabresi et al.,

1996; Yamamoto et al., 1999; Partridge et al., 2000) and can, thus, also take place in vivo during

less depolarized membrane states.

Basically we distinguish three pathways which can lead to the modification of the synaptic

strength of the Glu-synapse (Fig. 12 A).

1. Glu-NMDA-Ca2+-CaMKII Pathway (right side of the diagram): This pathway is the tra-

ditional pathway involved in the generation of LTP. During elevated Calcium levels the

increased activity of CaMKII leads to an increase in the phosphorilated receptors at the

membrane. A counter-action arises, however from PP-2B which gets stimulated by Ca2+

and leads to a dephosphorilation of DARPP3214 (King et al., 1984; Nishi et al., 1997). This

11HPLC=High pressure liquid chromatography
12AMPA=alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-propionate
13NMDA=N-methyl-D-aspartate
14dopamine and cyclic adenosine 3’-5’-monophosphate-regulated phosphoprotein, 32kDa
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Figure 12: Biophysics of striatal synapses (see text).

acts dephosphorilating onto the receptors along the second pathway discussed next. Note,

the complete cascade involved in the first pathway is more complex than drawn here, but

see section 6.1 for a more detailed discussion of the literature.

2. DA-D1-PKA-pDARPP32 Pathway (outer left part of the diagram): The action of dopamine

onto D1-like receptors leads to an elevated level of cyclic AMP (cAMP) and increased

PKA stimulation (Stoof and Kebabian, 1981). PKA can directly act phosphorilating on

AMPA channels (Roche et al., 1996; Tingley et al., 1997). At the same time PKA shifts the

equilibrium of DARPP32 towards its active phosphorilated form (p-DARPP32) by phos-

phorilating its Threonine-34 residue (T34 in diagram: DA induced Nishi et al. (1997),

adenosine induced Svenningsson et al. 1998) which inhibits the action of PP-1 (protein
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phosphatase-1, Hemmings et al. 1984). The protein PP-1 normally acts dephosphorilat-

ing at Glu-receptors. Thus, for this pathway we find an inhibition (by p-DARPP32) of

dephosphorilation (by PP-1). In a side path, PKA also helps phosphorilating L-type Ca2+-

channels (Surmeier et al., 1995) which adds to the Calcium pool.

3. DA/NO-D2-PKG-pDARPP32 Pathway (inner left part of the diagram): The action of dopamine

onto D2-like receptors seems less well understood. Recent observations from Calabresi

et al. (2000) suggest that there is at least a two-fold action possible. It seems that dopamine

can directly act on the D2-like receptors which leads to an inhibition of PKA (Centonze

et al., 2001). However, at the same time there exists an indirect pathway via NO-syntase

positive interneurons (Morris et al., 1997). At these neurons, dopamine acts on D1-like

receptors15 which leads to the release of NO at their terminals. NO enhances the level

of cGMP (Altar et al., 1990) and stimulates PKG. PKG increases the level of phospho-

rilated DARPP32, this time, however, phosphorilating Thr34 and Thr75 (T75 in diagram

(Calabresi et al., 2000)). This type of phosphorilated DARPP32 acts inhibiting onto PKA

(Bibb et al., 1999) but cannot efficiently inhibit PP-1. As a consequence, dephosphorilation

can take place more easily at the Glu-receptors.

In summary, pathway 1 acts actively phosphorilating, pathways 2 acts mainly “permissive”,

preventing dephosphorilation of the Glu-receptors and pathway 3 facilitates dephosphorilation.

The question arises under which membrane-potential conditions these pathways are likely

to be triggered. It is known that in vivo striatal projection neurons fluctuate between a hyper-

polarized “down-state” and a depolarized “up-state” (for a review see Nicola et al. 2000). The

down-state approximately corresponds to the resting membrane level in a slice. Dopamine exerts

different effects in the down- and the up-state. In the down-state, dopamine increases via D1-like

receptors the activity of rectifying potassium currents (Pacheco-Cano et al., 1996) and thereby

counteracts possible depolarizing influences. Near the up-state one still observes reduced ex-

citability from the action of the D1-receptors which leads to a decrease of Na+ as well as N- and

P-type Ca2+ currents (Calabresi et al., 1987; Surmeier and Kitai, 1993; Surmeier et al., 1995).

If sustained depolarization (e.g. from the corticostriatal pathway) drives the neuron into the up-

state, dopamine will act differently. In this case it influences again via the D1-like receptors an

L-type Ca2+-current (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997) and stabilizes the depolarization this way.

Thus, one could say that dopamine will in both states introduce a hysteresis to the membrane

potential behavior, trying to keep it at the currently existing level. This principle has recently

been modeled to some detail by (Gruber et al., 2003), who report such an hysteresis effect in

a membrane model which includes some aspects of the D1 cascade and L-type Ca2+-currents.

Note that such a hysteresis will also act like a thresholding mechanism filtering weak inputs and

letting stronger ones through to the pallidum (Yim and Mogenson, 1982; Brown and Arbuthnott,

1983; Toan and Schultz, 1985).

15This explanation is currently used to explain why a conjoint stimulation of D1-like and D2-like receptors (how-

ever, at different neuron sub-types!) leads to LTD, while the stimulation of D1-like receptors only will lead to LTP

(Centonze et al., 2001).
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Above we have stated that in vivo LTP requires an elevated membrane potential level to

remove the Mg2+-block from the NMDA-channels. Fig. 12 B shows in a schematic way how

this would affect the concentrations of the different compounds. Active NMDA channels will

lead to a strongly elevated level of Ca2+ and this will lead, via CaMKII, to an increased tendency

to phosphorilate Glu-receptors (pathway 1). Thus, plain NMDA influence, without the action

of dopamine, can at these neurons already lead to LTP. This conforms with the observation

that pre- and postsynaptic stimulation without DA can induce LTP. It seems, however, that the

depolarization level reached by this protocol is many times too weak to allow for a large enough

Ca2+ influx. Thus, many times LTD occurs, which is normally associated with lower levels of

Ca2+ (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999). However, if at the same time D1-like receptors are activated,

depolarization gets stabilized (up-state) and pathway 2 becomes active. Along this, the increased

action of L-type Ca2+-channels by PKA will increase the Calcium level and the active form of

p-DARPP32 gets substantially enhanced. This, removes the possible dephosphorilation via PP-

1 and enhances the LTP-effect (preventing LTD). A balancing effect arises, though, from the

increased level of Ca2+ which acts stimulating on PP-2B, which in turn reduces p-DARPP32

(glutamate-mediated dephosphorilation of p-DARPP32, King et al. 1984; Nishi et al. 1997).

During a less depolarized membrane state (Fig. 12 C), pathway 1 is largely inactive, because

less Ca2+ can enter via the NMDA-channels. This leads to a strongly reduced tendency of Glu-

receptor phosphorilation to begin with. On the other hand, we also find that lack of Ca2+ leads to

a reduced stimulation of PP-2B. The final balance of these two opposing effects, however shifts

the DARPP32 equilibrium towards its dephosphorilated, inactive form.

The action of dopamine in conjunction with LTD is less well understood. If D2-like receptors

get stimulated via the indirect NO-pathway, DARPP32 gets activated via PKG. In vitro studies

suggest that PKA and PKG, in a similar way, phosphorilate Threonine-34 at DARPP32 but PKG

in addition phosphorilates Thr75 (Calabresi et al., 2000). This difference may explain why p-

DARPP32 activated by PKG is less efficient in inhibiting PP-1, but final, conclusive experimental

evidence for this is still missing. At the moment, however, it seems safe to say that, taken

together, the expected level of active, p-DARPP32 (Thr34) should be substantial lower than in

the depolarized state discussed above. As a consequence, PP-1 does not get much inhibited and

it can exert its dephosphorilizing action. In parallel, the PKA pathway is inhibited by the action

of the D2-like receptor cascade. Thus, the direct phosphorilizing action of PKA does also not

take place. As the final result we expect a reduction of phosphorilated Glu-receptors which leads

to LTD.

5.3 Re-assessment of the different learning rules in view of synaptic bio-

physics

The basic neuronal formalism for the TD-rule has been given in Eq. 14 as:

ωi ← ωi + α δ(t) xi(t), (19)

which states that a multiplication of the prediction-error signal with the predictive stimulus (-

trace) should drive the synaptic weight change. This rule would in principle permit learning
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Figure 13: Schematic diagram of the modulatory action of dopamine inputs (DA), calculated by
a reciprocal TD-architecture, onto the synaptic weight modification of a cortico-striatal synapse
ω1 (gray box). The main mechanisms for the weight change is assumed to be Hebbian by means
of the correlation x between the trace of a presynaptic signal (x1) with a postsynaptic signal (BP)
in form of a back-propagating spike, which arises in response to the input x0.

by the correlation of the nigrostriatal DA-input with the corticostriatal Glu-input only, without

requiring postsynaptic activity. This, however, has not been found (see case marked by asterisk

in Fig. 11). The fact that the δ-signal of the TD-rule is, in turn, derived from the neuron’s out-

put may, however, implicitly account for this, because, unavoidably there will be postsynaptic

activity at the striatal neuron as soon as this circuit becomes activated. The discussion of the

biophysical mechanisms above strongly supports the view that the “traditional” Hebbian correla-

tion between input (presynaptic) signal and output (postsynaptic) signal should be fundamental

to the weight change, while the DA-signal performs a strong modulatory action. Currently it is

widely believed that Hebbian correlation between input and output, which can lead to synaptic

plasticity, is mediated by back-propagating action potentials (BP-spike) which are actively or

passively transmitted to the regarded synapse (Stuart and Sakmann 1994; Buzsaki et al. 1996;

Hoffman et al. 1997; Migliore et al. 1999, for a review see Linden 1999, but see Goldberg et al.

2002). The underlying biophysical mechanisms shall be discussed later (section 6.1). In this

simplified connection scheme it is, however, conceivable that the activation of the circuit which

calculates the δ-signal will be associated to a back-propagating spike which travels to the synapse

and provides the necessary postsynaptic depolarization.

This would lead to a three factor rule combining input, output and the DA-signal, where

the DA-signal and the postsynaptic activation are causally coupled (Miller et al., 1981; Schultz,

1998; Suri et al., 2001). There are, however, still some problems remaining. For example, if the

result holds that pure pre-post correlation without DA-signal will drive LTP and LTD, then we

should not use the DA-input in a multiplicative way at all. In addition, the problem occurs that we

have to deal with the effects of all causally connected events whenever presynaptic activity will
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drive the cell into (postsynaptic) firing. This, occurs in a rather complex way in all neuronal TD-

models, which use a serial compound stimulus representation. Thus, the question of how all these

inputs will drive the cell before and during learning, generating BP-spikes, which by themselves

will influence learning (together with DA), needs to be carefully addressed when trying to model

temporal sequence learning by a rule which combines inputs and outputs causally. While the

answer to this is still unknown, it is nonetheless clear that a plain three-factor rule is too simple

to account for this.

Fig. 13 tries to capture these aspects in a schematic way. The circuit on the right side would

be suited to calculate the δ-signal by computing v(t) − v(t − 1) using delayed inhibition via an

interneuron. Synaptic modification of the x1-synapse requires the correlation between pre- and

postsynaptic activity (gray box with x) and the postsynaptic activity is supposed to be transmitted

to the synapse via a BP-spike (dashed line). The DA-signal acts modulatory onto this correlation,

but we will not rule out the possibility that it could have a gating influence, preventing LTP when

absent.

In comparison to TD, ISO-learning does not attempt to model DA-responses. In section 6.2.3

we will show that its algorithmic structure is more strongly related to models of spike-timing

dependent plasticity correlating presynaptic signals with BP-spikes only (see below).

6 Fast Differential Hebb - relations to spike-timing dependent

plasticity

The above discussion has shown that there are certain - at least formal - similarities between

the TD-rule, the three factor rule and conventional correlation-based learning. Specifically one

finds that differential Hebb rules in general lead to weight growth for causally related temporal

sequences while weight shrinkage occurs when the signals are inverse causally coupled. Such a

bimodal characteristic has first been observed in the classical model of Sutton and Barto (1981),

where inhibitory conditioning was found for negative inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) between CS

and US (which was an unwanted effect in this context). On much shorter time scales, effects have

been observed at real neurons, were the sequence of pre- and postsynaptic activation influences

synaptic modification. A different set of differential Hebbian learning rules has been developed

to explain these effects. We will discuss some of these algorithms in this section. We will also

treat the biophysics of spike-timing dependent plasticity in order to put the learning rules into

their biophysical context.

6.1 Spike-timing dependent plasticity: a short account

6.1.1 Basic observations

Hebbian (correlation-based) learning requires that pre- and postsynaptic spikes arrive within a

certain small time-window which leads to an increase of the synaptic weight (Hebb, 1949). Orig-

inally it had been supposed that the temporal order of both signals is irrelevant (Bliss and Lomo,
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Figure 14: Experimental data and exponential curve fits for spike timing dependent plasticity in
a hippocampal glutaminergic neuron after repetitive correlated firing (pulses at 1Hz). The right
part of the diagram shows LTP, the left part LTD. LTP occurs when the presynaptic activation
precedes postsynaptic firing (defined as T > 0), for LTD the order of pre- and post- is reversed
(defined as T < 0). Recompiled from Bi and Poo (2001).

1970; Bliss and Gardner-Edwin, 1973; Bliss and Lomo, 1973). However, rather early first indi-

cations arose that temporal order is indeed important (Levy and Steward, 1983; Gustafsson et al.,

1987; Debanne et al., 1994). This notion has been extended into a clear picture of spike-timing

dependent plasticity (STDP) by the experiments of Markram et al. (1997) as well as Magee and

Johnston (1997). Markram et al. (1997) used whole-cell recordings from two interconnected

layer V cortical pyramidal neurons and they found that repetitive co-stimulation of the two cells

- with postsynaptic spikes following presynaptic spike by 10 ms - induced LTP, while reversing

the pulse-protocol would induce LTD. Magee and Johnston (1997) found in the hippocampus

that sub-threshold synaptic inputs into a CA1 pyramidal cell could amplify back-propagating

spikes when paired with postsynaptic stimulation. This results in Ca2+ influx and LTP. In the

following a large number of studies has confirmed that the expression of LTP or LTD in many

cells depends on the order of pre- and postsynaptic stimulation (Bell et al., 1997; Bi and Poo,

1998; Debanne et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1998; Egger et al., 1999; Feldman, 2000; Nishiyama

et al., 2000). Fig. 14 shows a typical example of how a synapse in the hippocampus changes

when applying a protocol of pairing single pre- and postsynaptic depolarizations (Bi and Poo,

2001). The curve shows that this synapse decreases in strength when the postsynaptic signal

precedes the presynaptic signal (defined here as: T < 0), while it grows if the temporal order is

reversed (thus, T > 0) (Markram et al., 1997; Magee and Johnston, 1997; Bi and Poo, 2001).
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T denotes the temporal interval between post- and presynaptic signals (T := tpost − tpre). This

fairly symmetrical diagram (Fig. 14) represents in some sense the most generic type of STDP.

However, several other timing-dependent synaptic modification curves have also been found,

which shall only be briefly mentioned here (for a review see Bi (2002); Roberts and Bell (2002).

For example, Feldman (2000) found that in layer II/III pyramidal cell the LTD part of the curve

is strongly extended. In the cerebellum (electric fish) inverse STDP curves have been observed,

where T > 0 induces LTD and T < 0 LTP (Bell et al., 1997; Han et al., 2000). Other cell types

(for example spiny stellate cells in layer IV of the cortex, Markram et al. 1997) seem to follow a

more traditional Hebbian learning characteristic. In addition, one observes that individual STDP

curves can show a high degree of variability even within the same cell class and that the zero

crossing between the LTP- and LTD-part of the curve does not necessarily occur at T = 0.

6.1.2 Synaptic biophysics of STDP

Currently it is widely believed that Hebbian correlation between input and output, which can

lead to synaptic plasticity, is mediated by back-propagating action potentials (BP-spike) which

are actively or passively transmitted to the regarded synapse (Stuart and Sakmann, 1994; Buzsaki

et al., 1996; Hoffman et al., 1997; Migliore et al., 1999) by means of passive and active prop-

erties of dendrites (Lasser-Ross and Ross, 1992; Regehr et al., 1992; Johnston et al., 1996). At

distal dendrites, where a BP-spike might already have faded, dendritic spikes can serve the same

purpose (Stuart et al., 1997; Golding et al., 2001; Saudargiene et al., 2004; Mehta, 2004).

It is generally believed that a transient increase in intracellular Ca2+ is of crucial importance

for STDP as in most other forms of synaptic plasticity (Artola and Singer, 1993; Zucker, 1999).

In hippocampal slices, increased Ca2+ influx is correlated with the induction of LTP (Magee

and Johnston, 1997). In addition, STDP is found to depend critically on NMDA receptors that

are highly permeable to Ca2+ (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo,

1998; Debanne et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1998; Feldman, 2000; Nishiyama et al., 2000). A

simple model of the mechanisms which underlie LTP and LTD can be summarized as follows:

high-level intra-cellular Ca2+ elevation activates the Calcium/Calmodulin-dependent kinase II

(CaMKII, see Fig. 12) as well as other protein kinases and leads to subsequent LTP, whereas

moderate-level Ca2+ elevation activates phosphatases (e.g., Calcineurin) and results in LTD (Lis-

man, 1989; Malenka et al., 1989; Malinow et al., 1989; Artola and Singer, 1993; Mulkey et al.,

1994). In a first approximation this model can also be applied to STDP, because when presynaptic

stimulation immediately precedes a postsynaptic spike, the back-propagating postsynaptic spike

can remove the Mg2+-block at the NMDA receptors (Mayer et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 1984)

thereby causing high-level Ca2+ influx into the synapse (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Koester and

Sakmann, 1998), whereas when presynaptic stimulation follows the postsynaptic spike, only low-

level Ca2+ influx may occur through voltage-gated Calcium channels and the partially blocked

NMDA receptors. This, model, however poses a problem at large values of T . Experimentally,

here one still observes weak LTP, the model would, on the other hand, suggest that Ca2+ influx

should be low for large T , rather leading to LTD. Thus, one would expect to find a second LTD

window at larger T . However, such an additional LTD window was not observed in most studies

of STDP (Bi and Poo, 1998; Debanne et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1998; Feldman, 2000; Sjöström
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et al., 2001; Yao and Dan, 2001; Froemke and Dan, 2002) except for hippocampal slices, where

spike timing of 20 ms indeed resulted in LTD (Nishiyama et al., 2000).

A possible explanation for the missing secondary LTD window would be that not only the

level but also the transient of Ca2+ determines if LTP or LTD will be induced. Indeed, LTP

or LTD induced by postsynaptic photolysis of caged Ca2+ depend critically on not only the

level but also the time course of the light-induced Ca2+ transient (Yang et al., 1999; Zucker,

1999). In contrast, when the process of intracellular Ca2+ elevation is slow the condition for

subsequent enzymatic reaction may be more close to a steady-state situation; therefore the overall

level of Ca2+ could become the only crucial parameter in determining the resultant synaptic

modification. Currently there is no direct evidence for this hypothesis, but the complexity of the

postsynaptic density argues for a differential action when comparing a steady state situation with

a situation of a steep Ca2+ gradient. For example, Ca2+ influxes from different channels appear

to activate preferentially different kinase signaling pathways (Deisseroth et al., 1998; Graef et al.,

1999; Dolmetsch et al., 2001; West et al., 2001). Furthermore it is known that CaMKII can

respond differently to Ca2+ oscillation at different frequencies (DeKoninck and Schulmann,

1998). Additional complexity comes from the dynamics of intracellular Ca2+ stores (Berridge,

1998; Svoboda and Mainen, 1999; Rose and Konnerth, 2001) mainly consisting of the lumen of

the endoplasmatic reticulum which stores Ca2+ at a high concentration. These Ca2+ stores can

be accessed through ryanodine receptors as well as inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) receptors

(Berridge, 1998) which are both Ca2+ sensitive. In addition, IP3 receptors are also activated by

metabotropic glutamate receptors. Note, however that Ca2+ release from intracellular stores is

generally slow but long lasting and more global as compared to Ca2+ influx through synaptic

channels. The role of Ca2+ stores in STDP is unclear but it has been shown that in CA1 of

the hippocampus, inhibiting store release blocks the induction of LTD and sometimes reverses

it to LTP (Futatsugi et al., 1999; Nishiyama et al., 2000). Such effects, however, may be highly

sensitive to the experimental protocol and cell-type.

In summary, it seems that a rapid change to a high-level Ca2+ concentration at the postsynap-

tic density, probably through activated NMDA receptors, is most likely responsible for inducing

LTP. Slow and prolonged Ca2+ increase, on the other hand, possibly from different sources will

lead to LTD.

6.2 Models of fast Differential Hebbian learning

During the last years a wide variety of different models for STDP has been designed which can

roughly be subdivided into two groups with different biophysical complexity. Some of them are

spike-based others rate-based.

6.2.1 Network models of STDP

The first group of models, which has began to emerge around 1996 (Gerstner et al., 1996) and,

thus, anticipating the experimental findings published in 1997 (Markram et al., 1997; Magee and

Johnston, 1997) , are relatively abstract and do not implement any biophysical mechanism in

order to generate the weight-change curve. Instead these models assume a certain shape of the
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Figure 15: Theoretical results for STDP. A) Analytically calculated final weight distributions
after reaching equilibrium from the model of van Rossum et al. (2000). The unimodal curve is
obtained from their original model assuming a multiplicative weight normalization mechanism.
The bimodal curve is obtained when potentiation and depression do not depend on the weight
(additive model with hard boundaries). B-D) Ca2+ concentration (B,C) and weight-change curve
(D) obtained by Shouval et al. (2002). The insets in B,C show the timing of the back-propagating
spike (“needle”) relative to the NMDA-potential (elongated curve). Only for positive T (T =
10 ms, C) a strong rise in Ca2+ is observed, while it remains moderate for T < 0 (T = −10 ms,
B). The inset in (D) shows the shape of Shouval’s Ω-function. They assume that LTP occurs
if the Ca2+-concentration passes threshold “P”, while LTD occurs if it stays below threshold
“D”. The weight-change curve (D) has the characteristic shape but an additional negative peak
is found for large T , which may not correspond to experimental findings as discussed in section
6.1.

weight change curve as the learning rule (Gerstner et al., 1996; Song et al., 2000; Rubin et al.,

2001; Kempter et al., 2001b; Gerstner and Kistler, 2002), which is most often an exponential fit

to both parts of the data sets in Fig. 14. These models look at general network properties which

arise from learning.

It has long been known that plain Hebbian learning without additional mechanisms will lead

to the divergence of all synaptic weights in a network, because even random correlations will

lead to weight growth. Thus, network stability has been one of the central issues in theories of

correlation-based learning and several “add-on” mechanisms have been discussed in the literature

to solve this problem. In view of this problem, the property that LTP and LTD can occur at the

same synapse just depending on the pre-post correlations has immediately led to the attention of

theoreticians. Indeed it was found that STDP leads to self-stabilization of weights and rates in

the network as soon as the LTD-side dominates over the LTP-side in the weight change curve

(Song et al., 2000; Kempter et al., 2001a).

As a second problem of high theoretical interest, networks need to operate competitively.

Thus, normally it does not make sense to drive all synapses into similar states by means of learn-
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ing, because the network will then not anymore contain inner structure. Instead, most real net-

works in the brain are highly structured, forming maps or other subdivisions. Thus, the problem

of synaptic competition also needs to be solved by the applied learning mechanisms. Accord-

ingly, more recently network STDP-models have also been successfully applied to generate (i.e.

to develop) some physiological properties such as map structures (Song and Abbott, 2001; Lei-

bold et al., 2001; Kempter et al., 2001b; Leibold and van Hemmen, 2002), direction selectivity

(Buchs and Senn, 2002; Senn and Buchs, 2003) or temporal receptive fields (Leibold and van

Hemmen, 2001). In addition, it was found that such networks can store patterns (Abbott and

Blum, 1996; Seung, 1998; Abbott and Song, 1999; Fusi, 2002).

In general on can subdivide the different network models of STDP into those which use an

additive versus a multiplicative learning rule. Additive models assume that changes in synaptic

weights do not scale with synaptic strength and hard boundaries are imposed to prevent diver-

gence (Abbott and Blum, 1996; Gerstner et al., 1996; Eurich et al., 1999; Kempter et al., 1999;

Roberts, 1999; Song et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2001; Cateau et al., 2002). These models exhibit

strong competition but produce unstable dynamics most often resulting in binary synaptic dis-

tributions (Fig. 15 A). As an additional problem one finds that these models often subdivide the

neuronal population not according to the actual input correlations but rather as a consequence

of the self-amplification of small initially existing deviations from symmetry. This effect also

results from the strong competition taking place in these networks.

Multiplicative models, on the other hand assume a linear attenuation of the weight change

as soon as the upper or lower boundaries are approached (Kistler and van Hemmen, 2000; van

Rossum et al., 2000; Rubin et al., 2001). Such a mechanism seems to correspond more closely

to the experimental data, because Bi and Poo (1998) have reported that the growth of synaptic

weights becomes smaller if the weight is already strong. The smoothing effects of such an

attenuation lead to stable network dynamics but, because of the reduced competition, all synapses

are driven into a similar equilibrium value (Fig. 15 A).

In a recent model devised by Gütig et al. (2003) it has been suggested to introduce a non-

linearity in the STDP-rule to control the attenuation of the weight change. As a consequence,

this model sits in-between the hard-threshold additive approaches and the linear-attenuation mul-

tiplicative models and the authors can show that competition and stability are obtained across a

much larger parameter space.

Rate-based models rely on the average firing rate of a neuron and not on its precise firing

time (Sutton and Barto, 1981; Kosco, 1986; Klopf, 1986, 1988; Kempter et al., 2001b; Porr

and Wörgötter, 2002; Kistler, 2002; Porr and Wörgötter, 2003a). As such they are at first sight

unrelated to the spike-based models. The earlier models which appeared before 1990 used an

implicit functional description (an equation) which relied on the derivative of the signal(s) to

define their learning rule. The same “differential Hebbian” relation was reintroduced by Gerstner

et al in 1996 in the context of a spike-based model (Gerstner et al., 1996) and by means of a

parametric description (a bimodal curve) of the learning rule. More recently physiological results

became available that pointed out that spike-timing as well as the rate can influence synaptic

plasticity (Sjöström et al., 2001; Froemke and Dan, 2002). Thus, the question arises how to

relate both model classes. Roberts (1999) as well as Xie and Seung (2000) have observed that

it is possible to derive a rate-based model from a spiking model but the opposite cannot be
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achieved without additional assumptions. Gerstner & Kistler (Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; Kistler,

2002) provide a relatively complex unifying approach to these ends, using the “spike-response

model of firing” which, however, makes several oversimplifying assumptions with respect to the

biophysics of neurons.

6.2.2 Critique of the network STDP models

The central advantage of network STDP-models lies in the fact that they can be treated mathe-

matically to a large extent. Thus, theoretical statements, for example about network stability and

competition could be obtained, albeit at the cost of biophysical realism.

In network models of STDP the learning rule (the assumed weight change curve) remains

unchanged across the local properties of the cell. The above discussed complexity of the bio-

physical mechanisms which control the Ca2+ influence at any given synapse do not support this

assumption. It seems much more likely that different shapes of weight-change curves can exist

for example along a dendrite or at spines.

As a consequence all networks models of STDP are rather homogeneous in their learning be-

havior. Furthermore, these models do not attempt to implement different cell types, for example

inhibitory cells. This, however, may be problematic in view of the above discussed problems

of stability and competition and the question arises to what degree these problems would still

surface in more realistic networks.

In addition, normally these models assume that only pairwise interactions exist between pre-

and postsynaptic signals (adiabatic condition). Thus, bursts of input spikes, common to most

brain areas, are not considered, which could substantially influence local Ca2+ gradients. In a

similar way triplets (or multiplets) of spikes would normally create complex sequences of pre-

and postsynaptic events (Froemke and Dan, 2002) are also not considered in these models.

6.2.3 Biophysical models of STDP and their relation to Differential Hebb

These models are not anymore concerned with the effect of STDP on network behavior, in-

stead they want to explain how the characteristic shape of the STDP curves is generated by

means of intra-cellular mechanisms. Some use kinetic models (Senn et al., 2000; Castellani

et al., 2001) others follow a state-variable approach trying to find a set of appropriate differential

equations to describe STDP (Rao and Sejnowski, 2001; Abarbanel et al., 2002; Karmarkar and

Buonomano, 2002; Karmarkar et al., 2002; Shouval et al., 2002; Abarbanel et al., 2003). The ki-

netic models implement rather high degree of biophysical detail sometimes including Calcium-,

transmitter-, and enzyme-kinetics. The power of such models lies in the chance to understand

and predict intra- or sub-cellular mechanism for example the aspect of AMPA receptor phos-

phorilation (Castellani et al., 2001), which is known to centrally influence the synaptic strength

(Malenka and Nicoll, 1999; Lüscher and Frerking, 2001; Song and Huganir, 2002). Further-

more, both approaches (Senn et al., 2000; Castellani et al., 2001) can show a relation between

the designed model and Hebbian as well as BCM16-rules which proposes a sliding synaptic mod-

16Bienenstock Cooper Munro (Bienenstock et al., 1982)
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ification threshold. For an elaboration on the mathematical similarity between STDP and BCM

see Izhikevich and Desai (2003).

The approaches of Rao and Sejnowski (2001), Shouval et al. (2002) as well as of Kar-

markar and co-workers (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2002; Karmarkar et al., 2002) follow a

state-variable approach. Rao and Sejnowski (2001) implemented a rule-based on activity dif-

ferences, which makes their approach related to differential Hebbian learning and less to TD-

learning (Dayan, 2002). The other two models investigate the effects of different Calcium con-

centration levels by assuming certain (e.g. exponential) functional characteristics to govern its

changes. This allows them to address the question of how different Calcium levels will lead to

LTD or LTP (Nishiyama et al., 2000) and one of the models (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2002)

proposes to employ two different coincidence detector mechanisms to this end.

The model of Shouval et al. (2002) (Fig. 15 B-D) implicitly assumes a differential Hebbian

characteristic by the bi-modal shape of their Ω-function (Fig. 15 D, inset) which they used to

capture the Calcium influence. This group discussed amongst other aspect also the role of the

shape of the BP-spike and they concluded that a slow after-depolarization potential (more com-

monly known as “repolarization”) must exist in order to generate STDP. Thus, in their study the

shape of the BP-spike will influence the shape of the weight change curve. In general, they find

that the LTP-part of the curve is stronger than the LTD part. This observation would prevent

self-stabilization of the activity in network models (Song et al., 2000; Kempter et al., 2001a),

which require a larger LTD-part for achieving this effect. Interestingly, however Shouval et al

find a second LTD-part for larger positive values of T , which could perhaps be used to counteract

such an activity amplification. In the Hippocampus there is currently conflicting evidence if such

a second LTD-part exists for large T (Pike et al., 1999; Nishiyama et al., 2000).
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ISO-model of STDP - A gradient-dependent model ISO-learning generically produces a

bimodal weight change curve (Fig. 3 B). Thus, at the right time-scale it should be possible to

use this algorithms also in the context of STDP, provided there is a justifiable match between the

components of ISO-learning and the biophysical synaptic mechanisms.

Fig. 16 shows how to associate the components of a membrane model to those of ISO-

learning. We assume a plastic NMDA-synapse17 ω1 which receives the presynaptic activation.

An NMDA-potential ĝN from this synapse is shown in the inset. This signal is matched to

x̄1 = x1 ∗ h1 from ISO-learning, where the asterisk denotes a convolution. The postsynaptic

signal x0 arises from a BP-spike. For simplicity the BP-spike is also modeled as a conductance

change, integrated into the membrane potential V . Thus the ISO-learning rule (Eq. 9) turns into:

dω1

dt
= µx̄1v

′ = µ ĝN V ′, (20)

where V ′ is the derivative of the membrane potential. It is known that the shape of a BP-spike

changes with the parameters of the dendrite, getting flatter and more spread out at distal dendrites.

In particular, at distal dendrites BP-spike may not play any big role anymore (Stuart et al., 1997;

Golding et al., 2001) and local signals, such as dendritic spikes will provide the depolarizing

signal (Schiller et al., 1997; Häusser et al., 2000; Golding et al., 2002; Saudargiene et al., 2004;

Mehta, 2004). The ISO-model captures these effects, because it can model arbitrary depolarizing

signals. Fig. 16 B demonstrates this aspect, discussing the special case of an attenuated BP-

spike.Fig. 16 C shows that the weight-change curves obtained with these different BP-spikes are

significantly different in shape. This emphasizes that fact that different STDP-characteristics are

to be expected at different locations on the dendrite or at spines which would lead to different

computational properties.

The differential Hebbian rule employed by us leads to the observed results as the consequence

of the fact that the derivative of any generic (unimodal) postsynaptic membrane signal (like

a BP-spike) will lead to a bimodal curve. The relative temporal location of the presynaptic

depolarization signal with respect to the positive (or negative) hump of this bimodal curve will

then determine if the product in the learning rule is positive (weight growth) or negative (weight

shrinkage). This can also lead to the fact that differential Hebbian learning turns into plain

Hebbian learning without having to change the learning rule if the rise time of the BP-spike is

very shallow (see Fig. 5 in Saudargiene et al. 2004).

The ISO-model of STDP is a spike-based model which was derived from a rate-based model

(ISO-learning). Central to the transfer between both domains was the realization that at any

synapse pulse-coding turns into analogue (rate)-coding as the consequence of the filtering prop-

erties of the membrane, especially the transmitter-receptor interactions. This shows that at the

level of a synapse the distinction between spike-based STDP models and rate-based STDP mod-

els may not be of great importance anymore.

17The more realistic case of a mixed AMPA/NMDA synapse is discussed in the original article (Saudargiene

et al., 2004).
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6.2.4 Critique of the biophysical STDP models

As opposed to network models the biophysical ones have in principle the potential to explain

the sub-cellular mechanisms which underlie STDP in more detail. However, at the moment the

level of biophysical realism is still not very high in these models. The model of Senn et al.

(2000) is restricted to the kinetics of transmitter release without implementing an explicit Ca2+

mechanism. The others implicitly or explicitly assume that low levels of Ca2+ will lead to LTD

while high levels lead to LTP. The aspect that the Ca2+-gradient also seems to be important is

not addressed in most models and more complex reaction-chains are also not yet implemented in

the context of STDP18.

The state-variable models (Shouval et al., 2002; Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2002; Kar-

markar et al., 2002) were designed to produce a zero-crossing (transition between LTD and LTP)

at T = 0, which is not always the case in the measured weight change curves which show tran-

sitions between more LTP and more LTD dominated shapes depending on the cell type and the

stimulation protocol (Roberts and Bell, 2002).

An important advantage over network models, however, is that biophysical models permit

different STDP characteristics at different synaptic sites at the same cell. The weight-change

curve depends in all of these models on sub-cellular parameters and on the shape of the poten-

tial changes at the synapses (Rao and Sejnowski, 2001; Saudargiene et al., 2004). The question

of differently shaped weight change curves is of relevance for aspects of dendritic synaptic de-

velopment and, consequentially, also for dendritic computations. Therefore some groups have

started to address this problem by explicitly parameterizing weight change curves along dendritic

structures (Panchev et al., 2002; Sterratt and van Ooyen, 2002).

6.3 The time-gap problem

In the preceding sections we have mainly discussed how spike timing dependent plasticity can

be modeled with correlation-based differential Hebbian learning rules. We have started this

discussion with a more general account on differential Hebbian learning which had first been

developed by Sutton and Barto (1981) as well as Klopf (1986, 1988) and Kosco (1986). These

rules, recently augmented by ISO-learning (Porr and Wörgötter, 2002, 2003a), have been used

with rather long temporal intervals between CS and US (seconds). The same rules, however, can

almost without modification also be used to account for STDP, albeit on a much faster time-scale

(milliseconds). This is currently, probably one of the biggest computational problems of this

whole field: How would it be possible to bridge the gap between the time-scales of correlation-

based synaptic plasticity and those of behavioral learning. Its is by now widely accepted that

LTP (and LTD) are strongly involved in processes of learning and memory (Martin et al., 2000).

On the other, at the moment there is no straight-forward way which would lead from an STDP

model to, for example, a model of classical conditioning and only a few attempts exist in this

direction (Mehta et al., 2002; Sato and Yamaguchi, 2003; Melamed et al., 2004). Maybe the

serial compound stimulus representations, introduced in section 3.1.3, could be “recycled” in

18The model of Castellani et al. (2001) focuses on bi-directional synaptic plasticity but does not directly relate

this to STDP.
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this context, but in itself such a representation seems to be a rather crude approximation of the

neuronal interactions in the areas involved. Reverberating synfire chains (Abeles, 1991) would

be another possible mechanisms to bridge the time-gap (Kitano et al., 2003), but this concept is

also quite heavily debated. Thus, the relationship between fast and slow differential Hebb rules

may turn out to be a mere structural one.

7 Discussion: Are reward-based and correlation-based learn-

ing indeed similar?

Part of the description above has shown that neuronal TD-models are related to correlation-

based approaches, when treating the reward input not differently from any of the other inputs

(Fig. 4,C). Thus, at least in their open-loop condition reward-based learning can be equated to

correlation-based rules and they appear similar. The difference between those two approaches,

however, is more subtle and surfaces only when considering closed loop situations. Reward-

based learning requires evaluative feedback from the environment, where someone (an external

observer), or some process (the “Critic”) defines what is rewarding and what is punishing for the

learner. Correlation-based learning does not need evaluative feedback. All feedback signals from

the environment which reach the learner are totally value-free and only the temporal correlations

between the different input signals drive the learning.

This difference has been known since the early 1980 (Klopf, 1982, 1988) and reinforcement

learning had been introduced in order to address some of the problems that exist with correlation

based methods. First and foremost it had been observed that it is hard to define the boundary

conditions for correlation based methods. Wrong boundary conditions will lead to wrong con-

vergence of learning. In addition, it was deemed impossible to learn conflict solving by means of

correlation based methods (McFarland, 1989). Reinforcement learning seems to be better suited

to address these problems and hopes were high that RL techniques could be used to address com-

plex learning tasks. Alas, many robotics researcher can now confirm that RL will not solve their

learning problems and the question arises why is this the case?

7.1 Evaluative versus non-evaluative feedback - The credit structuring prob-

lem

Evaluative feedback, however, is not unproblematic. Since RL methods rely on rewards, we must

find a way to define them. So far we have somewhat naively assumed that we just know how

much reward can be associated to a given state or situation. This, however, requires a process

that “places” the rewards appropriately (credit structuring problem).

External Evaluative Feedback: Note, rewards would have to be placed such that learning is

efficient, it is not good enough to just reward some final learning outcome (which is normally

much easier). For example, the goal “learn to win in chess”, hence placing a reward at the

end of a successful game, will lead to unacceptably long times to convergence (if at all) of
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learning19. Faster convergence can be achieved by associating appropriate rewards to ideally

many intermediate configurations of the board20. This, however requires an in-depth analysis

of the structure of the problem before credit-structuring can take place. This analysis may at

the end be almost as complex as the learning process itself. Thus, credit-structuring is a major

challenge especially in time- and space-continuous control tasks, to which all animal behavioral

tasks belong. In these cases there are an infinite number of state-action pairs, to which rewards

or punishments could be associated beforehand by defining a mapping function from the state-

action space to the reward/punishment space with a so-called “reinforcement function” (Santos

and Touzet, 1999a,b). Such procedures for credit structuring can be called external evaluative

feedback: An external structure, a “teacher”, explicitly provides the rewards. Obviously this

situation does not normally apply to animals.

19TD-Gammon (Tesauro, 1992) is commonly cited as one the major successes of TD-learning. One should,

however keep in mind that it took millions of iterations of self-play to converge. Furthermore, it has been discussed

that maybe the structure of backgammon is especially well suited for TD-learning (Pollack and Blair, 1997).
20In general it is observed that RL methods often converge very slow on fine-grain or time-space continuous

problems. Therefore, efforts have been made up to accelerate convergence (e.g. Wiering and Schmidhuber (1998),

see Reynolds (2002) for a discussion).
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Internal Evaluative Feedback: Thus, a better strategy may be to assume that the agent/algorithm

performs credit structuring on its own. This can be achieved, for example, by associating only

very general aversive or attractive properties (like good or bad taste of food, pain or pleasure,

etc.) to states and let the agent “experience” them via some sensor inputs. We would call such a

procedure internal evaluative feedback: The agent itself provides the value of the rewards. The

agent consists, thus, of a Critic who criticises the actions of the Actor, such as discussed in sec-

tion 4.1. There is, however, a hitch. How does the Critic know how to criticise? At least for a

constructed artificial agent someone (the designer) must have provided a frame to allow the Critic

to do its job. Thus, we still need an external structure (the designer) which explicitly defines the

reference frame, the reinforcement function, for what should be rewarding (or punishing). In

simple situations this seems easy: For example: Food is rewarding, pain not. However, as soon

as one would like the agent to learn a complex control task with multiple and often conflicting

demands (think of robot soccer) setting a “good” frame-set to drive the learning becomes non-

trivial. We believe this problem is related to the famous “Frame-Problem” of Dennett (1984),

which had initially been pointed out by Klopf (1988) in the context of classical conditioning.

In brief, Dennett claims that is is impossible to define a complete frame-set (a world model) to

guide the behavior of an autonomous agent or an AI system, because the world-model of the

designer will never match the world as experienced (as “sensed”) by the agent. Dennett’s argu-

ments concerned behavioral control. However, also in trying to control and guide learning (by

means of a Critic) it may be equally impossible to define such a frame-set as soon as the task

of the Critic is complex enough. We would like to call this the second order frame problem and

would argue that the strange lack of success of RL methods in complex state action spaces may

partially be due to this problem.

Non-evaluative Feedback: One possible solution out of this second order frame problem is

to try to design a system which operates strictly with non-evaluative feedback where any exter-

nal structure (here, the environment) will only provide value-free signals. A possible starting

point for such a system would be some kind of very generally pre-specified homeostasis and

the only goal of the agent would be not to maximize rewards but to minimize disturbances of

this homeostasis. This way, external interference by the designer of the agent would be abso-

lutely minimal because even the initial state could be generated by evolutionary methods and the

agent will in all instances “decide by itself” (i.e., by internal evaluation within its own reference

frame) if something is rewarding or punishing. In principle it would in this case not even be

necessary to make this evaluation explicit in terms of a dedicated reward or punishment signal.

Without such signals, learning would have to exclusively rely on correlative input properties and

traditional TD-architectures cannot be used. Only with secondarily derived inner reward-related

signals, which seem to be represented by the dopamine responses of neurons in the basal ganglia,

TD-learning becomes again feasible.

7.2 Bootstrapping reward systems?

Compelling evidence exists that the dopaminergic system in the brain is related to reward pro-

cessing. Thus, the above arguments by which we criticised essentially all evaluative feedback

mechanisms must be mitigated to some degree. Animals seem indeed to use evaluative feedback
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mechanisms successfully for learning. Here, however, the situation is to some degree different.

Such reward systems have presumably been bootstrapped by evolution, which has built at least

the most basic reward and punishment structures into the “Critic”, such that already newborn

animals can rely on them. Evolutionary mechanisms of variation and selection are indeed well

suited to develop value systems. Futhermore, it is well conceivable that more complex internal

evaluative structures can be developed on top of these early reward-mechanisms. This could be

done either by correlation based learning or by learning secondary (derived) value systems from

primary ones. Several interesting questions arise here. For example, how finely can such reward

systems be structured in animals? Is it conceivable that several “Critics” operate in parallel in

an animal in order to disentangle conflicting situations? Is is possible to bootstrap reward-based

systems by means of value-free correlation-based learning?

Thus, in general, from this discussion the question arises: How does the Learner (the Critic)

learn to criticise?

7.3 The credit assignment problem

In a simple summary one could say that the above discussion has dealt with the “spatial” structure

of the world: How and where to place rewards before learning will start? The temporal credit

assignment problem, on the other hand, refers to the fact that rewards, especially in fine grained

state-action spaces, can occur terribly temporally delayed. For example, a robot will normally

perform many moves through its state-action space where immediate punishments or rewards are

(almost) zero and where more relevant events are rather distant in the future. As a consequence

such reward signals will only very weakly affect all temporally distant states that have preceded

it. It is almost as if the influence of a reward gets more and more diluted over time and this can

lead to bad convergence properties of the RL mechanism. Many steps must be performed by any

iterative reinforcement-learning algorithm to propagate the influence of delayed reinforcement to

all states and actions that have an effect on that reinforcement (Anderson and Crawford-Hines,

1994). In addition, we observe a somewhat paradoxical situation for credit assignment which

arises during learning: If an agent successfully avoids a punishment then it will of course receive

no punishment signal anymore. A “no-signal” situation, however, normally occurs also for every

“boring” state-action pair where the machine is far away from a source of reward or punish-

ment. Thus, “no-signal” (or to be more accurate “faint-signal”) states prevail throughout most

of an agent’s lifetime and it is almost impossible to tell if such a state has come about through

successful punishment avoidance or - more likely - just by chance.

7.4 Maximizing rewards or minimizing disturbances? Speculations about

learning.

Return maximization is the central paradigm of reinforcement learning and this gives rise to

the above discussed problems of credit structuring and credit assignment. Most actor-critic ar-

chitectures have also been implemented adhering to this paradigm. The architecture in Fig. 9

suggests an alternative where Actor and Critic are merged. It starts with a negative feedback
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loop (Fig. 7 A) which creates a stable starting condition: Whenever a deviation from the desired

state (set-point) occurs the feedback loop will try to correct it. This property is then also used to

guide the learning by means of a minimization instead of a maximization principle: The learning

goal is to try to minimize deviations from the desired state, i.e., to minimize disturbances of the

homeostasis of the feedback loop. These two paradigms are in most cases not equivalent. Most

often one finds that maximal return is associated with a single (or a few) point(s) on the decision

surface. Minimal disturbance, however, will cover a whole dense manifold of points all of which

represent solutions of the learning problem. Thus, correlation-based temporal sequence learn-

ing (Fig. 9) offers the advantage that credit-structuring takes place without effort: Every signal

which enters the reflex loop will drive the learning and if there is no signal the situation is stable

(desirable) for the moment anyway. Rewards do not exist in this scheme. Credit assignment

during learning also stops to be a problem: Since we do not attempt to seek maximal return and

are instead satisfied with any disturbance-free solution, we can live without credits almost ev-

erywhere on the decision surface and let the agent choose its own path until a (rare) disturbance

happens.

Note, early observations have pointed to the fact that pure homeostatic mechanisms will

not develop “interesting”, or even intelligent behavior (Ashby, 1952). This certainly holds for

pure feedback loop control like in Fig. 7 A. However, as shown above the stereotyped reflex

behavior of such a homeostat can be augmented it by anticipatory correlation-based learning

adding a second loop (Fig. 10). As long as there are anticipatory signals we can continue to pile

loops on top of loops creating a complex subsumption architecture (Porr and Wörgötter, 2004).

However, there exist only a rather limited number of causally related anticipatory sensor events

which come from the environment. A chain of three such signals could be given by: Sound

may precede smell of the prey which in turn precedes taste. As a consequence the depth of a

subsumption architecture, which relies exclusively on sensor events, will remain rather limited.

However, in principle, nothing prevents us from using intrinsic signals (“thoughts”) to the same

purpose. It does not matter to the learner where an anticipatory signal came from such that this

type of correlation-based learning should also work with internal signals. Naively: If I think this

and a certain event almost always follows, then this “thought should be strengthened”. This is

certainly highly speculative, but we would like to add that through such a process of anticipatory

correlation based learning “values” can actually be developed: Anticipatory learning carries the

implicit semantics that “earlier is better”. This could be a natural starting point to develop more

complex value- (hence “reward-”) structures without having to assume external interference.

8 Concluding remarks

This article was meant to provide an overview across the field of temporal sequence learning.

Two problems were mainly discussed: 1) How to match neuronal models to physiology and

2) How to design biologically plausible control methods, possibly using such algorithms. We

believe that there are three main questions which need to be addressed in the future:

1. How can we bridge the temporal gap between STDP (or LTP, LTD) and behavioral learn-

ing?
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2. When do animals (humans?) follow the return-maximization principle? Do they some-

times (often?) adopt different strategies like disturbance-minimization? And how do they

decide when to use the different strategies?

3. How can we implement (evolve, develop) non-evaluative feedback or strictly internal-

evaluative feedback, without adopting the perspective of an external observer, to arrive

at strictly agent-driven prediction and control?

Without answering the first question it will be impossible to explain animal learning by means

of biophysical network models of brain function.

Without addressing the second set of questions control-agents may just be too limited and inflex-

ible in their behavioral and decision-making potential.

Without addressing the last question, we will always only design control-agents which follow

our own intentions (or at least our own frame of reference).

Our reference frame depends on our own internal states, thus, it can never accurately match that

of any other agent who receives different inputs and performs different internal processing. As

a consequence such an agent is unavoidably doomed to fail when left to his own (really our!)

devices in his own (really his!) world. He will fail to be autonomous.
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10 Appendix

This appendix is mainly used to provide the background on the use of eligibility traces in the TD

formalism of reinforcement learning. This way it becomes clear that the concept of eligibility

traces has penetrated different algorithms and that the backward TD(λ) algorithms contains a

term that can be used to define a correlative process. This way backward TD(λ) can, if desired,

be related to Hebbian learning.

10.1 The TD-formalism for the prediction problem in reinforcement learn-

ing

We consider a sequence st, rt+1, st+1, rt+2, . . . , rT , sT . Note, rewards occur downstream (in the

future) from a visited state21. Thus, rt+1 is the next future reward which can be reached starting

21We are using a slightly simplified version of the notation conventions from the book of Sutton and Barto (1998).

This book should be consulted in case of detailed questions.
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from state st. For simplicity actions are not denoted here. The complete return Rt to be expected

in the future from state st is, thus, given by:

Rt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + . . . + γT−t−1rT , (21)

where γ ≤ 1 is the discount factor. Reinforcement learning assumes that the value of a state V (s)
is directly equivalent to the expected return E at this state, where π denotes the (here unspecified)

action policy to be followed.

V (s) = Eπ{Rt|st = s} (22)

Thus, the value of state st can be iteratively updated with:

V (st)← V (st) + α[Rt − V (st)] (23)

The left side of this equation represents the new value of st calculated by using the complete

return Rt and holding it against the old value of st (right side). We use α as a step-size parameter,

which is not of great importance here, though, and can be held constant. Note, if V (st) correctly

predicts the expected complete return Rt, the update will be zero and we have found the final

value. This method is called constant-α Monte Carlo update. It requires to wait until a sequence

has reached its terminal state before the update can commence. For long sequences this may be

problematic. Thus, one should try to use an incremental procedure instead. We define a different

update rule with:

V (st)← V (st) + α[rt+1 + γV (st+1)− V (st)] (24)

The elegant trick is to assume that, if the process converges, the value of the next state V (st+1)
should be an accurate estimate of the expected return downstream to this state (i.e., downstream

to st+1). Thus, we would hope that

Rt = rt+1 + γV (st+1) (25)

holds. Indeed, proofs exist (Sutton, 1988) that under certain boundary conditions this procedure,

known as TD(0), converges to the optimal value function for all states. In principle the same

procedure can be applied all the way downstream writing:

R
(n)
t = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + . . . + γn−1rt+n + γnV (st+n) (26)

Thus, we could update the value of state st by moving downstream to some future state st+n−1

accumulating all rewards along the way including the last future reward rt+n and then approx-

imating the missing bit until the terminal state by the estimated value of state st+n given as

V (st+n). Furthermore, we can even take different such update rules and average their results in

the following way:

Rλ
t = (1− λ)

∞
∑

n=1

λn−1R
(n)
t (27)

V (st) ← V (st) + α[Rλ
t − V (st)], (28)
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where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. This is the most general formalism for a TD-rule known as forward TD(λ)-

algorithm (Sutton, 1988), where we assume an infinitely long sequence. Convergence proofs are

given by Dayan (1992); Peng (1993); Dayan and Seynowski (1994).

The disadvantage of this formalism is still that, for all λ > 0, we have to wait until we have

reached the terminal state until update of the value of state st can commence.

There is a way to overcome this problem by introducing so called eligibility traces re-

introduced in the context of RL by Watkins (1989); Jaakkola et al. (1995). Let us assume that we

came from state A and now we are currently visiting state B of a MDP. B’s value can be updated

by the TD(0) rule after we have moved on by only a single step to, say, state C. We define the

incremental update as before as:

δt = rt+1 + γV (st+1)− V (st) (29)

Normally we would only assign a new value to state B by performing

V (sB) ← V (sB) + αδB, not considering any other previously visited states. In using eligibility

traces we do something different and assign new values to all previously visited states, making

sure that changes at states long in the past are much smaller than those at states visited just

recently. To this end we define the eligibility trace of a state as:

xt(s) =

{

γλxt−1(s) if s 6= st

γλxt−1(s) + 1 if s = st
(30)

Thus, the eligibility trace of the currently visited state is incremented by one, while the eligibility

traces of all states decay with a factor of γλ.

Instead of just updating the most recently left state st we will now loop through all states

visited in the past of this trial which still have an eligibility trace larger than zero and update

them according to:

V (st)← V (st) + αδtxt(s) (31)

In our example we will, thus, also update the value of state A by

V (sA)← V (sA)+α δB xB(A). This means we are using the TD-error δB from the state transition

B → C (see Eq. 29) weight it with the currently existing numerical value of the eligibility

trace of state A given by xB(A) and use this to correct the value of state A “a little bit”. This

procedure requires always only a single newly computed TD-error using the computationally

very cheap TD(0)-rule, and all updates can be performed on-line when moving through the state

space without having to wait for the terminal state. The whole procedure is known as backward

TD(λ)-algorithm and it can be shown that it is mathematically equivalent to forward TD(λ)

described above (Sutton and Barto, 1998). All these algorithms have been designed for time- and

space-discrete problems (MDPs), a continuous approach has been described by Doya (2000).
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